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PROCLAMATION No. 165 of 1960

THE CIVIL CODE PROCLAMATION OF 1980

CONQUEIUNG LION OF THE 1'IUBE OF JtJDAII
IIAILE SELASSIE I

ELECT OF GOD, EMPEROR OF ETHIOPIA

WHEREAS it is essential to the orderly development of the lepllJl'-
of Our Empire that a codified civn law be enacted; and

WHEREAS a Civil Code has been prepared under Our IUperriaiOD ad
has received the approval of Our Senate and Chamber of 1>eputies;

NOW, THEREFORE, in accordance with Articles 34 and 88 of Our Re.Ued
Constitution, We approve the reaolutiona of Our Senate and Chamber of De-
puties and We hereby proclaim as followa:

1. This Proclamation may be cited as the "Civil Code ProclamatiOD, 1960".

2. The Civil Code of 1960, as published in a separate volume appeariDs
as Extraordinary I88ue No.2 of 1960 of the Negarit Gazeta, ahall come bato
force on the lIth day of September, 1960.

Done at Addis Ababa this 5th day of May, 1960.

TSAHAFE TAEZAZ AK.LILU HABTE WOLD
Deputy Prime Minister and Minister of Pm
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PREFACE

CONQUERING LION OF THE TRIBE OF JUDAH

HAILE SELASSIE I

ELECT OF GOD. EMPEROR OF ETHIOPIA

The Civil Code has been promulgated by Us at a time when ehe pro"..,
achieved by Ethiopia requires the modemisation of the legal framework 01
Our Empire's social structure so as to keep pace with the c1umpn, circum-
stances of ehis world of today. In order to consolidate the progreu already
achieved and to facilitate yet further growth and development, precise and
detailed rules must be laid down regarding those problems which do not only
jace the individual citizen bue ehe nation. as a whole. The rules contained in
this Code are in harmony with the well-established legal tradUioru 01 0Ul'
Empire and the principles enshrined in. the Revised Constitution. granted by
Us on the occasion of the Silver Jubilee of Our CorOJUltion. and haw called,
as well, upon the best systems of law in the world.

No law which is designed to define the rights and duties of eluJ people
and to set out the principles governing their mutual relaeioru can. ever be
effective if it fails eo reach ehe heare of ehose to whom it is intended to apply
and does not respond to their needs and customs and to natural juseice. In
preparing the Civil Code, the Codification Commission convened by U. and
whose work We have directed has constantly borne in mind the special require-
ments of Our Empire and of Our beloved subjects and has been inspired in
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its labours by the genius of Ethiopian legal traditions and inatitraioru as
revealed by the ancient and tJenerable Fetha Neguest.

It is essential that the law be clear and intelligible to each and etJery
citizen of Our Empire. so that he may without difficulty ascertain what are his
rights and duties in the ordinary course of life, and this has been accomplished
in the Civil Code. It is equally important that a law which embraces a wried
and diverse subject matter, as is the case with the Civil Code, form a c0n-
sistent and unified whole, and this requirement, too, is fully satisfied by the
law which We promulgate today.

The careful preparation of this Code by the Codification Commission and
the pains taking review which it has received in OrU"Parliament assure that
this law will achieve the purpose for which it is intended. With the guidance

of the Almighty, Fountain of Justice and Source of all wisdom and benefits,
this Code will contribute to the progress of Our Empire and the welfare of
Our beloved subjects of today and of the future.

Given in the 30th year of Our Reign, this 5th day of May, 1960.

HAILE SELASSIE 1

Emperor
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BOOK I. PERSONS
TITLE I. PHYSICAL PERSONS

Chapter 1. Personality and the Rights inherent
to personality

Section 1. Attribution of Personality

Art.!. - Principle.
The huwan penon is the subject of rights from its birth to its death.

Art. 2. .- Child merely conceived.

A child merely conceived shall be considered born whenever his interest
80 demands, provided he is born alive and viable.

Art. 3. - Date of conception.
(1) A child shall be deemed to have been conceived on the three hun-

dredth day which precedes his birth.
(2) No proof shall be admitted against this presumption.

(3) Nothing in this Article shall affect the provisions of this Code relating

to the date of conception where it need be established who is the
father of the child.

Art. 4. - Viable or not viable child.

. (1) A child shall be deemed to be viable where he lives for forty-eight

hours after his birth, notwithstanding any proof to the contrary.

(2) A child shall be deemed to be not viable where he dies less than

forty-eight hours after his birth.

(3) The presumption laid down in sub-art. (2) may be rebutted by provo

ins that the death of the ehild is due to a cause other than a defi-
ciency in his constitution.

Art. 5. - Proof of life or death of person. - 1. Burden of proof.
(1) Whosoever, for the purpose of exercising a right, alleges that a par-

ticular person is or was alive on a certain day, or is dead, shall prove
the allegation.

(2) The proof that a person is or was alive shall be made by producing

the perlOn himaelf or by the evidence of three witnesees or any other
reliable evideoce.

(3) The proof of death shall be made in accordance with the provisions of

Chapter 3 of this Title (art. 47).
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Art. 6. - 2. Perso1l.§dead simultaneously.

Where several persons are dead, and it is not possible to prove that one

of such persons survived another, all these persoD!! shall be deemed to

have died at the same time.

Art. 7. - Proof of identity.

(1) The identity of a person shall be proved by the documents issued to

such person by the administrative authorities.

(2) Failing 8uch documents, it shall be proved by the production of two

witnesses.

(3) The witnesses lihall be liable to third parties for the damage which

may be caused through the inaccuracy of their declarations or evi-

dence.

Section 2. Rights of Personality

Art. 8. - Effect of personality.

(1) Every physical person shall enjoy the rights of personality and the

liberties guaranteed by the Ethiopian Constitution.

(2) In this respect, no regard shall be had to the race, colour, religion or

8CXof persons.

Art. 9. - Limitatiom to these effecte.

(1) The rights of personality and the liberties guaranteed by the Consti-

tution are extra commercium.

(2) Any voluntary limitation impoeed on the exercise of such rights and

liberties shall be of no effect unless it is justified by a legitimate in-

terest.

Art. 10. - Cessation of unlawful molestations.

Any unlawful molestation to the personality shall give to the person who

suffers it the right to demand that it be stopped, without prejudice to the
liability of the author of such molestation.

Art. 11. - Restriction on freedom and searches.

No person may have his freedom restricted, or be subjected to a eearch,
except in the cases provided by law.

Art. 12. - Freedom of residence.

(1) Every person is free to establish his residence wherever it is suitable

for him and to change the place of such residence.

(2) The undertaking of a person to reside in a particular place shall he

of no effect under civil law.
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(3) The undertaking of a penon not to reside in or not to go to a parti.

cular place shall be of no effect unless it is justified by a legitimate
interest. .

Art. 13. - Inviolability of domicile.
(1) The domicile of a physical person is inviolable.

(2) No one may enter the domicile of another against the will of such

person, neither may a search he effected therein, except in the cases
provided by law.

Art. 14. - Freedom of tlwught.
(1) Every person is free to think and to express his ideas.

(2) The only restrictions which this liberty admits of are those which are

imposed by the respect for the rights of others, morality and the law.

Art. 15. - Religion.

There c:hall be no interference with the exercise, in accordance with the
law, of the rites of any religion or creed by residents of the Empire, pro-

vided that such rites he not utilised for political purposes or be not pre-
judicial to public order or morality.

Art. 16. - Freedom of action.

(1) Every person is free to exercise any activity which he deeID.S proper

in that which concern& his calling and his leisure.

(2) The ouly restrictiOIli which such freedom admits of are those which

are imposed by the respect for the rights of others, morality and the

law.

(3) The act by which a person binds himself to exercise a given activity

or binds hiID.SeH not to exercise such activity shall be of no effect un.

less it is justified by a legitimate interest.

Art. 17. - Marriage and divorce.
( 1) The undertaking of a person not to marry or not to r6.IDarry shall be

of no effect under civil law.

(2) This shall apply to the undertaking of a person to divorce or not to

divorce.

Art. 18. - Integrity of human body.

( 1) The act by which a person disposes of the whole or of a part of hi.

body shall be of no effect under civil law where such act is to be

carried out before the death of the person thus disposing, if such act
has the effect of causing a serious injury to the integrity of the hUIDan

IJodr.
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(2) The provisions of sub. art. (1) shall not apply where the act is justified

by the rules of medical practice.

Art. 19. - Revocability of acts ,relative thereto.

(1) A person may at any time revoke the act by which he has disposed

of the whole or a part of his body whether such act is to be carried

out during the lifetime of the person by whom it was performed or

after his death.
(2) The person to whose advantage such act has been made has the right

to be indemnified for the expenses which he has incurred on the faith

of such promise.

Art. 20. - Medical examinations and treatment. - 1. Principle.
(1) A person may at any time refuse to submit himself to a medical- or

surgical examination or treatment.

(2) Nothing in this Article shall affect the provisions of laws or regula-

tions providing for a physical examination of persons or their com-
pulsory vaccination or other similar measures in the public interest.

(3) Nothing in this Article shall affect the power of a guardian of a minor

or interdicted person to submit the incapacitated person of whom he

is in charge to an examination or treatment beneficial to that person's

health.

Art. 21. - 2. Restriction.
Where the examination or treatment to which a person is required

to submit himself does not involve any abnormal risk, such person,

in case of refusal, forfeits the right to avail himself of the illne88 or infir-
mity which the treatment could have prevented, eliminated or lessened.

Art. 22. - Medical examination.

Where a person refuses to submit himself to a medical examination not
involving any serious danger for the human body, the court may consider

as established the facts which the examination had the object of ascertain-
ing.

Art. 23. - Right to keep silent.

Any admission or manifesta1lion of the will obtained by methods causing
molestation to the personality shall be of no effect.

ArL 24. - Pro/~,ional secrecy.
(1) A person may not be compelled to reveal fact.s which have come to

his knowledge by reason of his profession, if by revealing such facts
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he will betray or risk to betraying the confidence which a third per-
son has placed in him for the very reason of hie prof_ion.

(2) The penon who has confided or disclosed snch facta may edaure that
they be not revealed by him in whom he haa placed his eoofideace.

(3) Nothing in this Article shall affect the proviaiOl1l of Arta. 267 and

344 of the Penal Code.

Art. 25. - Funeral. - 1. Will oj decea&ed.
(1) Every penon having the capacity to make a will mar praeribe the

conditions of his funeral.
(2) He may appoint one or more persons to ensure that IUCh ProvWODI

are carried out.
(3) The persons 80 appointed and, failing tach. any other penon who

shows that he has a material or moral interest may apply to the eour\
of the place of the death to enforce thOle ProvWODI.

Art. 26. - 2. Will not exprusea.
(1) W\1ere the deceased has not expreseed his will in the form meatiODed

in Art. 25, the conditions of his funeral shall be fiseci by hi8 mrrivm,
spouse or by his nearest reIativee.

(2) In default of the spouse ~d of re1atiVt'AIpresmt 01' henna at the

time of the death, such conditions shall be fixed by the perIOII8 who
take the initiative therefor.

(3) In case of contestation, the matter may. be laid before the C01I1't01

the place of death by the most diligent party.

Art. 27. - Image oj the person. - 1. Principl6.
The photograph or the image of a penon may not be edUbited in a
public place, nor reproduced, nor offered for &ale without the COD8eDt01
such penon.

Art. 28. - 2. Exception.

The COuseDt of the penon concerned shall not be required where the re-
production of his image is justified by the notoriety of such penOD or by
the public office which he occupied or by the requirements of justice or
of the police or by a scientific, cultural or didactic interest, or where the
reproductiOD of the image is made in connection with facta, eventt or
ceremonies of public interest or which have taken place in public.

Art. 29. - 3. Sanction.
(1) Where the image of a person is exhibited or offered for eale withOl\1t

the cOuseDt of such person, except in the caaes referred to in Art. 28,
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such person may demand that the exhibitioo
01' offer for sale of

his image be stopped.
(2) The court may. if equity 80 demands, also award dall1age8 to such

person within the limits of the enrichment derived by the penon who

made use of the image from its exhibition or offer for sale.
(3) Damages for moral prejudice may be awarded if the ed1ibitioo or

offer for sale does not cease immediately, when the cessation thereof

is demanded.

Art. 30. - 4. Rights of the family.
( I ) Where the person whose image is exhibited or offered for sale ia dead

or not in a position to manifest his will, the right referred to in Art.

29 shall vest in his relatives if the exhibition or offer for sale ia of

such a nature as to be prejudicial to the honour or reputation of

the deceased person.
(2) The only persons competent to represent the family for the applica-

tion of this Article are the spouse, or, in hia default, the ne&re&t de.-

scendant or, in default of a descendant, the nearest II8CeIIldant of the
person concerned.

.(3) In case of equal degrees, the eldest descendant or the oldest ascen-

dant is the only person competent to represent the family.

Art. 31. - Inviolability of corresp01ulence.
(I) The addressee of a confidential letter may not divulge its conten...

without the consent of its author.
(2.\ He may, however, produce it in judicial proceedings if he mows that

he has a legitimate interest.

Chapter 2. Names
Art. 32. -- Principle.

(1) Every individual has a family name, one or more fint names and a

patronymic.
(2) He shall be designated in administrative documents by his family

name followed hy his first names and by his patronymic.

Art. 33. - Assumption of names.

(I) A child shall have the name of his father.
(2) Where the father of the child is not known, or the child has been

disowned, the child shall have thc family name of his mother.
(3) The provisions of sub-art. (2) shall apply where the paternity of the

child has been judicially declared.
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Art. 34. - Choice of first rwmes. - 1. Principle.

(1) The first name of the child shall be chosen by hi& father, or, in his

default, by the family of his father.

(2) An additional first name may be chosen for the child by hill mother,

or, in her default, by the family of his mother.

(3) The mother, or, in her default, the family of the mother, may give

two first names to the child where his father is unknown or the child

has no family on the paternal side.

Art. 35. - 2. Representative of the family.

(1) The nearest ascendant and, in his default, the nearest r..lative in the

collateral line is competent to represent the family for the purpose of

Art. 34.

(2) In the case of equal degrees, the eldest ascendant or relative in the

collateral line shall choose the name of the child.

Art. 36. - Patronymic.
(1) The child shall have the usual first name of his father as his patro.

llymiC.

(2) A person shall have no patronymic where his father is unknown.

(3) The patronymic shall be omitted in official acts if it is confused with

the name.

Art. 37. - Declaration to the civil statUII.

The officer of civil status of the commune where the child is born shall be

informed of the first names of the child and of his patronymic within
ninety days following lais birth, by the person who is bound to ,lLeclare the

birth of the child.

Art. 38. - Forbidden fir't rwmes.
( 1) A child may not receive purely and simply the first name of his father

or of his mother or that of one of his brothers or sisters who are
alive.

(2) He shall, in such case, have another first name which distinguishes

him from them.

Art. 39. - Unknown filiation. .
(1) A child Wh086 father and mother are not known shall have the name

and two first names which are given to him by the officer of civn
IItat11ll in his record of birth.

(2) The name and first names shall be chosen from among names and

first names common in the region.
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(3) Any person who shows that he has a material or moral interes~ may

apply to the court, before the child has reached the age of five years,

to modify such name and first naDles.

Art. 40. - Name of maTried woman..
(1) A married woman shall retain her personal family name.

(2) She may, while her marriage last&, be designated or designate herself
by the name of her husband.

(3) Such faculty shall continue, in her favour as well as to her prejudice,

after the marriage, unless this has been dissolved by divorce or the

woman has remarried.

Art. 41. - Name and first names of adopted child.
(1) The adopted child shall take the name of the adopter.
(2) He may, by virtue of the contract of adoption, receive a new first

name and receive as patronymic the usual first name of the adopter.

Art. 42. - Change of family name.
(I) The change of the family name of a person may be authorised, for

good cause, by the court on the application of such person.
(2) In deciding on the application, the court shall eusure that the interest

of third persons is not prejudiced by the change of name.

Art. 43. - Change of first 1Uimes.

The cancellatiou of one or more first names or the addition of a first name
for a perFon may be authorised by thf> (:ourt on the application of such

person.

Art. 44. - Agreements relating to name.
( 1) Any agreement relating to the name shall be of no effect under civil

law.
(2) Nothing in this Article shall affect the rules relating to trade names.

Art. 45. - Abuse of name.
( 1 ) The use of his own name by a person in the exercise of an activity

connected with his calling may not have the object or the effect of
causing prejudice, by means of a harmful confusion, to the credit or to

the reputation of a third person.

(2) The provisions relating to unfair competition and to defamation shall

apply in appropriate cases.

.b-t. 46. - Ullurpation of name.
(1) Whosoever bears a name may resist the usurpation of such name by

a third person whenever such usurpation causes or is likely to cause a

material or moral damage.
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(2) After the de8th of . penoIL - if . penoIL ia .. ia a pG8it:io6to JIWIi.
I. Ida~ the IIUD.e ziPt appenaiua to each of hie de80endanb and

to hie apouae, eYeGwhere they themaelvea do not bear sach 1WDe.
(3) Dam... for moral prejudice may be awarded to the penoa demand.

inc them if the U81U'p&tionof the name does not ce8MI innne.fiately,
when II1I.ehceuation h.. beea demanded.

Chapter 3. Proof of Civil Status

Art. 47. - Modes of proof.
(1) Birth&, deatha and marriages ahall be proved. in cue of doabi or of

CODteDtion.,by JDe8IJ&of the records of civi1l1tatul.
(2) They may al&o be proved, in the cuea provided by law, by me8D8 of

aeta of aotoriety or of po88eUion of statui.

Section 1. Officers of Civil Status
Panpapla 1. - Appoialmeat of offiea. .. civil I18tU

Art. 48. - Ap~ by pvernor.
(1) The govenaor of the proriDce &hall appoint, in each urbua. or rural

commune of Ida proriace, . penoa. who .hall carry oat the dutiea of
officer of dvil statui.

(2) He &hall al&o appoint, in each coll1JD1ll1e,one or more ueiaWd8 to

... penGIL
Art. 49. - Qr.uI1Wn or aecrions of comJllWlet.

(1) Where an urban COJDDI,uneia divided mto aeveral quutea,.. different

offieel' of civil statu may be appointed for each quarter by the gov-

erDOI'.

(2) Where . eecti.0I1 of . rural commune ia iaolated or ia far from the
eeatre of the commUDe, a different officer of civil lltatu may be apo

~ for auch eeoUon of a commune by the govenwr.

(3) In IAIchcuea oae or more 888iataDtato euh offic8o ef civilltat1a eba1I

be appoiated.

Art. SO.- ..4 to uffU;erof cMl ......
(1) The aMiatant to the officer of civil 8tat1II &hall replaee him in cue

of any impecIi t on hie ~
(2) H the .der in whieL the 888iatant&are called upon to carry oat their

dutiee h88 not been. fixed. by the governor 6f the proriDce or by the
officer of civil atatu&, it .hall be fixed having repro to their ... the
eldest being called- fa the fibt pJa..
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(3 ) The records drawn up by anyone of the assistants shall have the same

effect as if they had been drawn up by the officer of civil status him-

self.

Art. 51. - Commencement of duties.

(1) The duties of officer of civil status shall start when he has accepted

such duties and when his signature has been registered in the depart.

mental office or in the registers of civil status.

(2) The duties of officer of civil status shall also start when the

person appointed by the governor has in fact carried out such duties
by drawing up a record or by taking part, in the capacity of officer

of civil status, in the drawing up of such record.

(3) The provisions of this Article shall also apply to the duties of assi-

stants.

Art. 52. - TermilUltion of duties.

(1) The duties of an officer of civil status sball terminate on his death or

when he is relieved of his duties or dismissed or when his resignation

has been accepted by the governor.

(2) The same shall apply to the duties of the assistants.

Art. 53. - Death or lasting impediment.

(1) The officer of civil status shall without delay inform the governor of

the province of the death of his assistants, or of any circumstance
which prevents in a lasting manner anyone of them from carrying out

his duties.

(2) The assistants of the officer of civil status bhall without uelay inform

the governor of the province of the death of the officer of civil status
or of any circumstance which prevents him in a lasting manner from
carrying out his duties.

Art. 54. - Head of commune.

(1) The head of the commune shall be officer of civil status in the

territory of his commune, where the person appointed by the

governor and his assistants are not in a position to carry out their

duties.
(2) Ht" may, in such case, require to be helped or substituted in his duties

of officer of civil status, under his own responsibility, by one or more
helpers.

(3) He shall without delay inform the governor of the situation.
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Art. 55. - Departmental of/ice.

( 1) The 8JOvernor of the province shall appoint in each chief town of the

departments of his province the personnel of the departmental office

of civil status.

(2) Such personnel shall include, besides a director responsible for the

organisation and supervision, officials in sufficient DUmber to enlure

the performance of the work incumbent 011 the office.

Art. 56. - Records relating to the Imperial Family.

( 1) The Minister of the Pen shall carry out the dutiee of olIieer of civil

statU8 as regards the records relating to His Majesty the Emperor of
Ethiopia and the members of the Imperial Family.

(2) For the purpose of this Article, the persons mentioned in Art. 16 of

the Comtitution shall be deemed to be members of the Imperial Fa-
mily.

Art. 57. - Consuls of Ethiopia. .,

The consuls of Ethiopia shall, within their territorial limits and as regards
Ethiopian subjects, carry out the duties of officers of civil status.

Art. 58. - Commanding officers of ships.

The commanding officers of ships flying the Ethiopian flag shall carry

out the duties of officers of civil status as regards the births, deaths and
marriages which take place on board their ship.

Paragrauh 2. - Duties of officers of civil status

Art. 59. - Principle.

The officer of civil status shall
riages, taking place within his

of civil status.

ensure that the births, deaths and mar-
jurisdiction, be entered in the register

A. [j rban communes

Art. 60. -- Keeping and conservation of registers.

(1) The officer of civil status shall himself keep the registers of civil

statU8 in those communes where such duty has been e.xpressly imposed

on him by the governor.
(2) He shall ensure their custody and conservation and deliver to intere-

sted persons extracts from or copies of the records of such registers.

Art. 61. - Drawing up of records.

(1) The records of civil status shall be drawn up by the officer of civil

status on his own initiative whenever he has the particulars required

for drawing up such records.
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(2) The officer of civil status may, where he thinks fit, summon any in-

"terested party, with the object of completing the information which

he requires.

Art. 62. - Periods.

Records of civil status shall be drawn up within the following periods:
(a) three months for records of birth;

(b) one month for records of death;

(c) one month for records of marriage.

Art. 63. - Sanctions of prescribed periods.

(1) The records of civil status drawn up after the periods laid down in

Art. 62 have expired shall only have the probatory value of simple

information.
(2) The provisions of sub-art. (1) shall not apply where such records are

entered in the registers by virtue of a judgment.
(3 ) In this case, the record shall bear on its back a reference to such

judgment.

B. Rural communes

Art. 64. - Declaration.
( 1) In those COD1IDtUles in which such duty has not been expressly im-

posed on him by the governor, the officer of civil status shall not be

bound to keep the registers himself.
(2) He shall communicate to the departmental office of civil status suoh

informations as are required for drawing up the records of civil status

relati&; 1:0 births, deaths and marriages which have taken place in the

commune.
(3) The records of civil status shall be drawn up immediately, on the

basis of such informations, by the officials of the departmental office

of civil status.

Art. 65. - Regulatwns of applkation.
( I) Regulations made by the governor shall prescribe in regard to

each commune, under what conditions such informations shall be ga-

thered.
(2) They shall prescribe in particular in which place and at what times

such informations are to be furnished.

Art. 66. - Place where informations are to be furnished.

( I) Regulations may impose on the officer of civil status the duty to go

to the chief town of the department or to another centre less distant

from the commune in order to furnish there the informations relating

to civil status.
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(2) They may on the other hand provide that such inIormatioJl5 shall be

gathered by the officials of the departmental office of civil status in

the same commune for which the registers are to be drawn up.

(3) In the case mentioned in sub.art. (2), regulatioJl5shall prescribe

whether the registers are to be kept in the commune or in the depart-

mental office of civil status.

Art. 67.- Time withinwhich informations are to be furnished.
(1) The informatioJl5 concerning civil status shall be gathered at least

oncea year in each commune.
(2) In the case provided for in sub-art. (1) of Art. 66, the duty to go to

the chief town of the department or to another centre may not be
imposed on the officer of civil status at interVals of less than three
months.

Art. 68. - Possibility of declarations at intervening times.
(1) The officer of civil status may, at any time, even on dates other than

those prescribed by the governor, communicate to the departmental

office of civil status informatioJl5 concerning the civil status of per-

SOJl5 in his commune.
(2) Such informatioJl5 shall be immediately recorded in the registers by

the departmental office of civil status when the registersrelating to
the commune are kept in such office.

Art. 69. - Drawing up of records by officer of civil status.

(1) The iIl5tructions may authorise the officer of civilstatus to draw up
the records of civil status himself.

(2) Each record thus drawn up shall, in such case, be approved by the

departmental office of civil status.
(3) Mention of such approval shall be made on the backof the record.

Art. 70. - Late declarations.
(1) The records drawn up or approveP more than two years after the

event which has given occasion for them shall only have the proba-
tory value of mere information.

(2) The provisioJl5 of sub-art. (1) shall uot apply where the record has

been entered in the registers by virtue of a judgment.
(3) In such case the record shall bear on its back a reference to such

judgment.
C. Special Cases

Art. 71. - Minister of the Pen.

(1) The M.inieterofthePenshall himself keep the registers of ciTil statU8
relating to His Majesty theEmperorand to the Imperial Family.
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(2) He shall ensure their custody and conservation and deliver copies of

the records in such registen.

Art. 72. - Consul&.
(I) Consuls of Ethiopia in foreign countries shall draw up records only at

the request of interested persons.
(2) They shall themselves keep the registers of civil status.

(3) They shall ensure their custody and conservation and deliver to in-

terested persons extracts from, or copies of, the records in such regi.

sten.

Art. 73. - Commanding officers of ships.
The commanding officers of Ethiopian ships shall immediately declare,

at the first Ethiopian port, or at the first port in which a Consul of Ethio-
pia resides, the events which give occasion to the drawing up of a record

of civil status and which take place on board their ship.

Section 2. Registers of civil status
Art. 74. - Enumeration of registers.

A register of births, a register of deaths and a register of marriages shall

be kept for each commune and in each consulate.

Art. 75. - Supply of registers.
(I) The registers shall be supplied free of charge to the officers of civil

status by the governor of the province who receives them from the
Ministry of Interior.

(2) They shall be supplied free of charge to the consulates by the Mi.

nistry of Foreign Affairs.

(3) The persons having the duty to keep the registers shall, six months

before the probable date on which a register will be terminated, apply

for a DeW register to be ;upplied to them.

Art. 76. - Prohibition to remove registers.

The registers may not be removed from the place where they are kept,
except in the cases where the law provides for or authorises such removal.

Art. 77. - Compul&ory indications. - 1. Registers of commune...
( I) Each register shall indicate the commune and where appropriate the

quarter or section of the commune to which it refers, as well as
the province in which such commune is situated.

(2) It shaIl bear a reference number,
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(3 ) Such indications shall appear on th~ cover and on the edge ot tb"

register and be reproduced on each leaf of the register.

Art. 78. - 2. Other registers.

(1) The registers of the Imperial Family shall bear, instead of the indi-

cations mentioned in sub-art. (1) of Art. 77, the indication: 'Registers

of the Imperial Family.
(2) The registers kept in the consulates shall bear the indication of the

consulate in which they are draw up.

Art. 79. - Form of registers.

(1) The registers shall commence with several pages on which shall be

mentioned the persons authorised to keep the registers with the signa-
ture of such persons against such mention.

(2) The registers shall contain next a series of numbered leaves each one

of which shall serve for drawing up a re~ord of civil status.
(3) They shall end with several pages intended to contain the alphabetical

index of the persons to whom the records of the registers refer.

Art. 80. - Leaves of registers.

(1) The leaves of the register of civil status shall be made up of detach-

able slips, bearing identical particulars attached to a counterfoil.

(2) The registers of birth and of marriage shall comprise three detachable

slips and the registers of death only two detachable slips.

(3) The back of the leaves shall be reserved for writing thereQn the hand-

written particulars prescrihed by the law.

Art. 81. - Detachable slip No.3.

(1) The detachable slip farthest from the counterfoil, called detachable

slip No.3, shall be detached from the counterfoil as soon as the lecord

is drawn up

(2) It shall be sent by the officer of civil status to thc guardian of the

child in the case of a record of birth and to the husband in the case

of a record of marriage.

(3) The slip No.3 shall be kept by the interested party.

Art. 82. - Detachable slip No.2.

(1) When the register finishes, the detachable slips No.2 ,hall be deta-

ched from the counterfoil and put together in a file which shall be
deposited in the registry of the court of the chief town of the VTovince

01' in such other place as may be prescribed, distinct from that "
here

the detachable slips No.1 are conserved.
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(2) The detachable slips No.2 of the register kept by the Minister of the

Pen and by the consuls shall be BeDt to the Ministry of Foreign Mfain

of the Empire of Ethiopia to be conserved therein.
(3) Upon receiving the detachable slips No.2 the person who is con~ti-

tuted depof-itary thereof shall bind them.

Art. 83. - Detachable slip No. 1.

The detachable slips attached to the count~rf6il (slips
N". 1) shall be con-

served attached to the counterfoil of the register, in the place where the
registers have been kept or in another place fixed by regulations.

Art. 84. - No unutilised leaves.
(l) The officer of civil status before drawing up a record shall Hnify

the number of the leaf on which the last record appearing in the re-
gister has been entered.

(2) He shall draw up tbe record on the leaf whose number immediately

follows that of such last record.
(3) He lllay in no case leave an unutilised leaf in the register.

Art. 85. - Leaf unutilised by mistake.

(1) If, as a result of a mistake, a leaf has been left unutilised, the ',fficer

of civil status, as soon as he notices such mistake, shall annul the leaf

in question.

(2) He shall draw across each detachable slip of the record two diagonal

lincs forming a cross and write on the back of each such slip of the
record the indication "Leaf unutilised by mistake ".

',3) The ullutiJised leaf lllay in no ca8~ serve for writing thereon a record

of civil status.

Art. 86. - Index.
( 1) When a register finishes, the officer of civil status shall draw up, in

the pages which are at the end of the register, the alphabetical list,
according to their family name, of all the persons to whom the records

in the register refer.

(2) He shall form a file of the detachable slips No.2, and send such file,

together with a copy of the index drawn up by him, to the place pre-

scribed by regulations.

Art. 87. - Destruction of registers.
( 1) If a register kept in a commune is lost or deetroyed it shall immedia-

tely be recompiled with the help of the detachable slips No.2 of such

register, on the initiative of the officer of civil status of the commune.
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(2) If the detachable slips No.2 of a register are lost or destroyed, they

shall immediately' be reconstituted, with the help of the detachable
slips kept in the commune, on the initiative of the depositary of the

detachable slips lost or destroyed.
(3) The provisions of this Article shall apply mutatis mutandis in the case

of registers kept in a place other than a commune.

Art. 88. - Deatitution of reguters still in we.

(1) If a register still being used is lost or destroyed before the detachable

slips No.2 have been detached, the officer of civil status shall.imme.

diately give notice of such fact to the departmental office of civil

status.
(2) This office shall take the necessary measures for the recompilation

of the repster.
(3) The same shall apply where the detachable slips Nos. 1 and 2 of :J

register are both destroyed or l08t for any reason whatsoever.

Art. 89. - Control of the keeping of reguters.

(I) The departmental office of civil status shall supervise civil status

officers and control the proper keeping of registers of civil status in

the commune.
(2) It shall organise their inspection and take action for the repression of

the criminal infringements which it ascertains.
(3) The Ministry of Foreign Affairs shall carry out the same duties as

~ards registers kept in consulates.

Section 3. Records of Civil Status
Parasraph 1. - General provisions

Art. 90. - Particulars to be mentioned.
(I) The records of civil status shall be drawn up by filling in the blank

spaces in the registers.
(2) The records shall mention in all cases the day, the month and the

year when they are received and beal the signature of the officer of
civil status who receives them.

Art. 91. - Particulars which may not be mentioned.

No mention of particulars other than those required by the law may be
made in the registers.

Art. 92. - Unknown or uncertain information.
(1) If one of the blank spaces left in a record of civil status cannot be

filled in on account of lack of sufficiently accurate information given

to the person who keeps the registers, such perso1l shall fill in the

2*
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blank Ipace by iueerting the word "unknown".
(2) H the officer of civil Itatus knows approximately the particular to be

entered, he shall enter such particular in the appropriate place adding
the word "probably".

Art. 93. - No abbreviations.

The particulars required in the record shall be written clearly and without
any abbreviation.

Art. 94. - No erasures or words written over others.

The records shall contain no eraeure or word written over another or ad-
dition.

Art. -95. - Sigruzture.

H any of the persons whose signature is required on a record cannot or
does not know how to sign, such person shall affix on the record his thumb
mark instead of his signature.

Art. 96. - Leaves not utilised.
(1) When, on account of erasures, or for any other cause, a record hae to

be redone, the officer of civil status shall draw across each detachable
slip of the record two diagonal lines forming a cross.

(2) On the back of each detachable slip of the record he shall write the

indication "Leaf not utilised".

(3) The detachable slip number 3 of the leaf shall be destroyed imme-

diately.

Art. 97. - Probatory force of records.
(I) The records of civil status regularly entered in the registers shall,

saving evidence to the contrary, be proof of the.statementB which they
contain.

(2) Evidence to the contrary maY,not be adduced except where it is autho-

riled by the court.
(3) It may, in luch case, be adduced in any manner.

Art. 98. - Records not entered in registers.
(1) Recorda which are not entered in the registers Ihall not

probatory value inherent to records which are regiltered.
(2) They have only the value of mere information.

have the

Paragraph 2. - Records of birth

ArL 99. - Particular. of record.
The record of birth Ihall show:
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(a) the day, month and year of the birth;

(b) the sex of the child;

(c) the first names which are given to him;
(d) the names, first names, dates and place& of birth of his father and

mother ;
(e) where appropriate, the names, first names, date and place of birth

of the person making the declaration.

Art. 100. - When record required.

A declaration of birth and the drawing up of a record of birth are required

when the child hag lived for forty-eight hours, notwithstanding that he dies

before the expiration of the time fixed for drawing up the record of birth.

Art. 101. - Declaration of birth.

(1) The birth of a child may be declared to the officer of civil 8tatu8 by

any pergon.
(2) Such birth shaH. he declared hy the father of the child, or, in his

default, by the mother or by the guardian of the child, or, in default,
by the person who hag taken care of the child.

(3) The officer of civil status shall draw up the record of hi~ own motion

if he is aware of the birth.

Art. 102. - First names of child.

(1) Before drawing up the record of birth the officer of civil status shall

require the parents or, in their absence, the guardian of the child,

to state the first name or names which the child is to he given.
(,2) H he does not receive any reply or if the first names proposed are

not acceptable in terms of the law, the officer of civil status shall him-
self choose the first name or names of the child.

Art. 103. - Foundlings.

(1) A record of birth shall be drawn up for every new-born child, found

in the locality, whose identity is unknown.
(2) A detailed proces-verbal shall be drawn up stating the day and the

place where the child hag been found, the apparent age of the child,

his sex, the names and the f~rst names which are given to him.
(3 ) The record of birth, drawn up for the child, shall contain on its back

a reference to such proces-verbal.

Pa~graph 3. - Record. of death

A.rt. 104. - Particulars of records of del'lth.

The record of death shall show:
(a) the day, month and year of the death;
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(b) the name, first names, date and placo of birth of the deceased;
(c) the names, first names, dates and places of birth of the father and

mother of the deceased;
(d) the name, first names, date and place of birth of the spouse of the

deceased if such spouse is still alive, and the date of the marriage;
(e) where appropriate, the name, first names, date and place of birth of

the person who makes the declaration of the death.

Art. 105. - When record required.

A declaration of death and the drawing up of a record of death are re-
quired whenever the deceased is a person in respect of whom a record of

birth should have been drawn up.

Art. 106. - Persons bound to declare death.
(1) Where a person dies, the persons who live with him shall be bound

to declare his death.
(2) In default of such persons, such obligation shall devolve on his rela-

tives by consanguinity or affinity, if they live in the same commune,
and, in their default, on his nearest neighbours.

Art. 107. - Death in another person's house.
If the deceased dies outside his home, the person in whose house the death
has occurred shall be bound to declare the death.

Art. 108. - Hospitals, schools, hotels and prisons.
(1) If a death. occurs in a hospital, a school, a hotel or a prison, the death

shall be declared by the person who is in charge of the establishment

in question.

(2) The death of persons executed by virtue of a criminal sentence passed

on them shall be declared by the director of the prison where, at the
time of his execution, the condemned person was in custody.

Art. 109. - Soldiers on active service.

Deaths of soldiers on active service shall be declared- by the commanding
officer of the unit to which they belong, unless the soldier is living with

his family or his death occurs during a period of leave granted to him
or in a place where his unit is not stationed.

Art. no. - Findin{{ of corpse.

(1) If the corpse of a person is found outside a dwelling place, the person

who found the corpse shall be bound to declare the death.

(2) If the identity of the deceased person is unknown, a detailed proces-

verbal shall be drawn up indicating the day on which and the place
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where the corpse has been found, the apparent age and the sex of the

dead person, and the probable date of the death.
(3) The record of death shall contain on its back a !eference to such pro-

cea-verbal.

Art. Ill. ':- Corpse not found.
- I. Judgment declaring death.

(I) Where a person has disappeared in such circumstances that his death
is certain, although his corpse has not been found, any interested per-

son may apply to the court to give a judgment declaring the death of

such person.
(2) The judgment declaring the death shall take the place of a record of

death.

Art. H2. - 2. Court having jurisdiction.
(I) The court having jurisdiction shall be that of the place where the

person whose death the person making the application wants to est-

ablish had his principal residence at the time of his death.
(2) The court may waive its jurisdiction in favour of the court of the

place where the event which brought about the death has occurred or

in favour of the court of another place.
(3) The delegation of jurisdiction thus made is binding on the court in

whose favour it is made.

Art. 1I3. - Disasters. ~ I. Collective judgment.
(I) If death is due to an event, such as a shipwreck, an air disaster, an

earthquake, a land-slide, as a consequence of which there is reason to

believe that several persons have perished, the death of such persons
may be declared by a collective judgment.

,)2) The court having jurisdiction in such case shall be that of the place

where the event occurred.
(3) However in the case of disappearance of a ship or of an aircraft the

court having jurisdiction shall be that of the home port of the ship

or aircraft.

Art. 1I4. - 2. Individual extracts.
(I) Individual extracts from a collective judgment may be obtained by

interested persons.
(2) They shall take the place of a record of death.

Art. lIS. - Date of death.
(1) When the court delivers a judgment declaring death, it shall fix in the

judgment the presumed date of the death or deaths having regard to

the presumptions drawn from the circumstances of the case.
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(2) The date thus fixed may not be rectified except in the case where it

is proved that it has been fixed as a result of fraud.

(3) Any application having as its object the rectification of the date shall

be dismissed when three years have elapsed from the date of the
judgment.

Art. 116. - Annulment of judgment decltuing death.

H the person whose death hll6 been judicially declared reappears after
the judgment declaring death. the judgment shall be annulled, at his re-

quest or at the request of the public prosecutor, by the court which gave it.

Paragraph 4. - Records of marriage

Art. 117. - Particulars of records of marriage.

The record of marriage shall show:

(a) the names, first Dames, dates and places of birth of the hU8band and

of the wife;

(b) the names, first names, dates and places of birth of the witnesses of

the husband and of the wife;
(c) the date on which the marriage has been celebrated.

Art. 118. - When record required.

A declaration of marriage and tke drawing up of the record of marriage

shall be required in all C8I!eI!,irrespective of the form according to which

the marriage is celebrated.

Art. 119. - Dray to decltue marriage.
(1) The obligation to declare the marriage shall lie with the authority

who has celebrated the marriage.

(2) It shall also lie with the SpoU8C8 and with their witn_.

Art. 120. - Drawing up "e% officio" of record.

(1) The officer of civilstatU8 shall draw up the act of marriage of his IJWn

motion whenever he is aware of the marriage.

(2) In such ca&e, he shall summon the interested per80Dl! to make them

sign the record of marriage.

Section 4. Correction of the records
of civil status

Art. 121. - Principle.
The recorda of civil status may not be corrected except by Yirtue of an
order or judgment given by the court.
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Art. 122. - Applicatwn far correctwn.

An application for the correction of a record of civil status may be made

to the court by the public prosecutor or by the departmental office or
any interested person.

Art. 123. - Adding first name.

Where the application has as its object the addition of a first name to a
person, at the time when such person contracts marriage or during the six

months which follow such marriage, the president of the court shall decide

on the application by order.

Art. 124. - Clerical mistakes.

Where the application has as its object the correction of a clerical mistake

committed in the drawing up of a record of civil status. the president of

the cou..-t shall decide on the application by order.

Art. 125. - Other cases.

( 1) In all other cases decision on the application shall be given by a
judgment delivered by the court.

(2) The court, before deciding, shall give the person 01' persons to whom

the record refers and all interested persons the opportunity of making
their submissions.

Art. 126. - Manner in which the record is corrected.

( 1 ) The particulars the correttion of which is ordered shall be cancelled
in the record, provided that they shall remain legible.

(2) The particulars which replace them or which are added in the record

shall be entered on the back of the record, with a reference to the

order or judgment which has ordered the correction of the record.

(3) Such alterations shall, as far as it is possible, be made on all the de-

tachable slips of the record which is corrected.

Art. 127. - Drawing up of new record.

(1) The court may, where it thinks fit, order the annulment of the record

which is to be corrected and the drawing np of a new record in its
place.

(2) Every detachable slip of the old record shall in this case be crossed

out across the registers by two diagonal lines forming a cross, and
reference shall be made, on the back of each detachable slip, to the

new record which replaces it.

(3) On the back of the new record reference shall be made to the judg-

ment which has ordered its drawing up.
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Art. 128. - Authority of judicial decision.

The judicial decision which orders the correction of a record of civil status
may be eet up against everybody, in the same conditions 8&the record cor.

rected by it. I ;

Section 5. Copies and extracts of
records of civil status

Art. 129. - Record of birth.

(1) The depositaries of the registers in the communes or consulates shall

i&8ue to any person making an application to this effect copies or ex.

tracts from the record of birth showing, without any other particulars,

the date when the record has been drawn up, the date and the place of
birth, the &ex, the first names and the name of the child as they appear

from the particulars of the record of birth.
(2) Copies of the record of birth may only be i&8ued io the heirs of the

child or to public administrative bodies or with the authorisation of
the court.

Art. 130. - Record of death.

The depositaries of the registers in the communes or consulates shall i&8ue
a copy of the record of death to any person making an application to this

effect.

Art. 131. - Record ofllUln'iage.

They shall issue a copy of the record of marriage to any person making

an application to this effect.

Art. 132. - Records relating to the Imperial Family.

The Minister of the Pen shall not i&8ue copies of the records contained

in the registers relating to the Imperial Family unless an application to

this effect is made to him hy the court.

Art. 133. - Depositaries of detachable slips No.2.

The depositaries of detachable slips No.2 of the registers shall have

the same obligations where:
(a) the corresponding register of the commune has been destroyed or lost;

(h) in such register, kept in the commune, a record is missing which is

recorded in the file of detachable sliJ16 No.2;
(c) the record entered in the register kept in the commune does not cor.

respond with that recorded in the file of detachable slips No.2;
(d) it is a CRee of records drawn up hy a consulate of Ethiopia in a foreign

country ;
(e) such obligation is, in a particular case, impoeed on them by the court.
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Art. 134. - Corrected records.
(I) Where a record has been corrected in accordance with the law, the

extract or copy of the record, issued to the interested persons, shall

take such correction into account.
(2) It shall not show that the purport of the extract or of the copy is due

to a correction of the record.
(3) Con:esponding copies, reproducing the record as it is, and showing the

corrections which may have been made to it, shall be delivered only

to the court at its request.

Art. 135. - Form and cost.
( I) The copies or extracts of the records of civil status shall be drawn up

on printed forms which the governor of the province shall supply to

the officers of civil status.
(2) Such copies or enracts shall be signed by the officer of civil status

who deliv~ them and bear the seal of the administrative department
to which he liIelongs.

(3) The prescribed fee shall be charged on their delivery, as well as,

where appropriate, the postal expenses for the sending of the copy or
of the extract.

Art. 136. - Probatory force.

Extracts or copies of the records of civil status, issued by the -depositaries
. of the registers, shall have the same probatory force as the records of the

registers themselves.

Art. 137. - Verification.

(I) The court may, where it thinks fit, order that the extracts or copies

be collated with the original.
(2) It may order that a photocopy of the record be supplied to it.

Section 6. Sanction of the rules

relating to civil status

Art. 138. - Civil liability of officials.
Any violation, by the officials charged with keeping or with conserving the
registers, of the provisions of this Chapter or of the provisions of the regu-
lations made for their application, shall render them liable to all persons
who suffer prejudice from such fact.

Art. 139. - Refusal to draw up record.
(I) Where the officer of civil status or the official charged with keeping

the registers refuses to draw up a record corresponding with the de.
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c1arations which are made to him, any intere81ed person may apply

to the conrt against such refusal.

(2) The provisions of sub-art. (1) shall apply where the officer of civil

status fails to supply to the office of civil status the informations relat-
ing to an event in respect of which a record of civil status is to be

drawn.

(3) The same shall apply also if a depositary of the r"gist~r refuses to

deliver a copy or an extract of a record of such registers.

Art. 140. - Liability of witnesses and declarants.

(1) The declarants and the witnessea shall be liable for the accuracy of

the facts which they attest or corroborate in the records of civil stauts.

(2) Where they acted in good faith they may sue the persons who led

them into error.

Art. ]41. - Criminal liability. - 1. Failure to draw record.

The punishments prescribed by the Penal Code shall apply to:
(a) the officer of civil status who, being bound to draw up a record of

civil status, fails to draw it up within the period prescribed by the
law; .

(b) the officer of civil status who, being bound to declare an event to the

departmental office of civil status, fails to declare it within the period

prescribed by the law;
(c) the official of the departmental office of civil status who has not im-

mediately drawn yp a record when the informations intended for

drawing up such record have been communicated to him.

Art. 142. - 2. Failure to make declaration.

The punishments prescrihed by the Penal Code shall apply to:
(a) any person who, being bound to declare an event to the officer of

civil status, fails to declare it within the periods prescribed hy law,
when, as a result of such failure, a record of civil status has not been

drawn up;
(h) any person who, having been required hy the officer of civil status

to give information for the purpose of the drawing up of a record of
civil status concerning them, fails to give such informations.

Art. 143. - 3. Inaccurate declarations.

(1) The punishments prescrihed hy the Penal Code shall apply to any

person who, for the purpose of drawing up a record of civil status,

makes a declaration which he knows to be inaccurate to the office of

civil status or to the officials of the departmental office of civil status.
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(2) The punishments prescribed by the Penal Code shall apply to the

witnesses who support such declarations knowing them to be faDe.
(3) The punishments prescribed by the Penal Code shall apply to the

officer of civil status or the official of the departmental office of civil
status who draws up a record of civilltatus on declarations which he
knows to be inaccurate, or who issues an extract 01' a copy 01 a ftJCOI'd
not corresponding with the original.

Art. 144. - 4. Destruction or alteration of registers.

The punishments prescribed by the Penal Code shall al!ply to any person
who destroys or alters a register of civil status.

Art. 145. - 5. Use of altered record.

The punishment!! prescribed by the Penal Code &hall apply to any penon
who knowingly makes use of a record or of a copy of a record or of an
extract of a record of civil status fraudulently altered.

Section 7. Acts of-Notoriety
Art. 146. - Principle.

(1) Acts of notoriety are drawn up by officers of civil status or by no-

taries.

(2) Thcy shall be authorised and approved by the court.

Art. 147. - Authorisation.

Proof by means of acts of notoriety may, only be authorised by the

court where:
( a) it is proved that the registers of civil status have not been kept regu-

larly or that they contain gaps';

(b) it is proved that such registers have been lost or tc:-~;

(c ) it is impossible or very difficult to obtain a copy of a record in luch
registers;

(d) the person who refers to a record does not know in which place luch

record has been made, and such ignorance is excusable:
(e) the law so provides.

Art. 148. - Who draws up the act.
( ]) When the court authorises the pi'oof by means of an act of notoriety,

it shall specify in which place the act of notoriety shall be drawn up.,

(2) It shall give the officer of civil status or the notary required

to draw up the act all the appropriate instructions, for the purpoee
of provoking opposition and of ensuring the genuineness of the act.
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Art. 149. - Particulars of the act.

Acts of notoriety shall contain the same particulars as record& of civil

status the default or irregularity in which they correct.

Art. 150. - Report annexed thereto.
( I) The officer of civil status or the notary who has drawn up an act

of notoriety shall annex thereto a report to the court on the circum-

stances in which he has performed his task.

(2) He shall mention in particular whether the act of notoriety is in

conflict with a record of civil status or with another act of notoriety
previously drawn up.

Art. 151. - Probatory value. - I. Before approval.
( I) The court stIall dete~II!ine freely the value attached to acts of noto-

riety taking into considerati(m the date and the circumstances in which

they have been drawn up.

(2) It may take such steps as are necessary to verify the particulars therein.

Art. 152. - 2. After approval.

An act of notoriety approved by the court, shall have the same effect as
a record of civil status.

Art. 153. - Liability of witnesses.

{1) The declarants and the witnesses shall be liable for the accuracy of

the facts which they attest or corroborate in an act of notoriety.

(2) Where they acted in good faith, they may sue the person who Jed

them into error.

Chapter 4. Absence
Section 1. Declaration of absence

Art. 154. -. Application.

(I) Where a person has disappeared and has given no news of himself

for two years, any interested party may apply to the court to declare

his absence.

(2) The court having jurisdiction shall be the COUl.t of the place in which

the absentee had his principal residence.

Art. 155. - Publication of application.

The application shall be published in the manner prescribed by the court,

in the place of the last principal residence of the absentee and in any other
place where the court considers such publication to be useful.
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Art. 156. - Inquiry.

The court may order that an inquiry be made, with the 8IIiat8Iu:e of t~
public prosecutor, in all plaoes where itconsiden it u.aefuI. and in p8rd-
cular in the place of the last principal retlidence of the abeeotee and in the
place where his presence has bf".Allnoticed for the last time.

Art. 157. - Principle of decision.

(I) The court shall declare the absence where the death of the abeeDtee
appears to it to be probable.

(2) In making its decision, it shall have regard to all the circumetanCM of

the cue.

(3) It shall in particular take into consideration the fact whether the
person whose absence is invoked has or has not appointed an attoI'D8y
to administer his property and the causes which may have impeded
the receipt of his news.

Art. 158. - Postponement of judgment.

The court may postpone its judgment for a year or decide that the .jucig-
ment declaring the absence will only have effect a year alter itt deliTery.

Art. 159. - Duty to declare abseru:e.

The court shall declare the absence a yC4l' after the date of the apph-
tion where the absentee has disappeared for five yean prior to ~ cI8t.e

of such application and he has not been heard from fon-ing the pubJieity
prescribed by the court upon the application haring been made.

Art. 160. - Day of last news.

The court shall establish in its judgment the day when the last DeW801 the
absentee was received.

Art. 161. - Judgment declaring death.

If the evidence collected by the court establish in a manner whieh may be
considered certain that the absentee i; dead, the court to which the appJi...
tion for the declaration of absence was made, may deliver a j~ de-
claring the death of the absentee.

Art. 162. - Costs of proceedings.

(I) The costs of the proceedings by which the abeeaee is decland 8haD be

chargeable to the abeeotee.

(2) They shall be borne by the person making the appJieatioo. where the
appJieation ill dismiseed.
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Section 2. Effects of absence

Art. 163. - Marriage.
(1) The marriage of the absentee shall be dissolved on the day on which

the judgment declaring the absence has become final.
(2) The marriage conti.cted by the spouse after the day on which the last

news of the absentee was received may be impugned only by the ab-
sentee.

(3) Notwithstanding the provisions of sub-art. (2), it may also be im-

pugned by the public prosecutor if he proves in an indisputable man-

ner that the absentee is alive 811 the day on which the action is insti-

tuted.

Art. 164. - Succession devolving on absentee.

(l) Where, after the date of the last news, a succession opens to which the

absentee would have been called if he were alive, such succession shall

devolve without taking into account the portion which may eventually
be assigned to the absentee.

(2) The heirs or legatees may be obliged by the court to furnish a gua-

rantee or other security for safeguarding the rights of the absentee.

Art. 165. - Rights depending on death of absentee.

(1) The persons who have rights dependent on the death of the absentee

may enforce them after the judgment declaring the absence has

become final as though the absentee were dead.
(2) Such persons may be obliged by the court to give, before commencing

to enjoy the rights which appertain to them, a guarantee or other
security for the things subject to restitution.

Art. 166. - Obligations depending on life of absentee.

(1) The persons who have obligations depending on the condition that the

absentee is alive shall no longer be bmmd to fulfil such obligations.

(2) Such persons may be obliged by the court to furnish a guarantee or

other security, in case the absentee should still be alive.

Art. ]67. - Property of absentee. -- 1. Placing in possession.

(1) The will of the absentee, if any, shall be opened at the request of any

interested party.

(2) The persons who wowd have been called to succeed to the property

of the absentee in case he had died on the day of the last new~ may

be pbced in possession and the property be partitioned.
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Art. 168. - 2. ObligatioTUl.
(1) The heir or legatee shall enjoy the property as a good "paterfamilias".
(2) He may be obliged by the court to give. before commencing his enjoy.

ment, a guarantee or other security for the things subject to restitution.

Art. 169. - 3. Restriction to powers.

(1) He shall invest the SUIlLSreceived by

the day on which he received them.
(2) He may not transfer the property by

ablishing the children of the absentee.

him within three months from

a gratuitous title, sa,e for e8t-

Section 3. Termination of absence

Art. 170. - Causes. - 1. Principle.

The declaration of absence shall cease to have effect where:
(a) the. absentee reappears; or
(b) it is proved that he was alive on a date subsequent to that of the judg-

ment declaring the absence; or
(c) it is proved that he died on a date different from that established in

mch judgment as being the date of the last news.

Art. 171. - 2. Return of absentee.

(1) When the absentee reappears he shall recover his property in the con-

dition in which it is, as well as the proceeds of such part of it as has

been transferred and the property acquired through the investment of

his capitals.
(2) The income deriving from the property of the absentee shall remain

the property of the heirs or legatees who have received such income.
(3) The absentee shall retain the right to claim damages from the heirs

or legatees and their guarantors, where they failed to comply with

their legal obligations or committed a fraud.

Art. 172. - Presumption of death. - 1. Condition.

When ten years have elapsed since the date of the last news, established
by the judgment of declaration of absence, the proof that the absentee did

not die on the day of the last news may no longer be made except by the

absentee hillLSelf or by his special attorney appointed after the date of the
judgment declaring the absence.

Art. 173. - 2. Effects.
(1) The persons who have been placed in possC8sion of the property of

the absentee may henceforth act as having the right which has justified

their being placed in possession.
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(2) The guarantees or securities furnished in case the absentee should

return shall be extinguished.

Chapter 5. Residence and Domicile
Section 1. Residence

Art. 174. - Definition.

The residence of the person i.. the place where he normally resides.

Art. 175. - Mere sojourn in a place.

(I) The mere fact that a person is for a time in a certain place shall not

be sufficient to constitute for him a residence in such place.
(2) Notwithstanding the prov;sions of sub-art. (1), a residence is acquired

whenever the sojourn is to last, or has lasted, in fact, more than three

months.

Art. 176. - Persom without proved residence.

The place where a person is shall be deemed to be his residence, unl- it
is proved that such person has his residence in another place.

Art. 177. - Several residences.

(1) A person may have several residences.
(2) One of such residences may have the character of principal residence,

and the other residences that of secondary residences.

Art. 178. - Marr~d women and mirwrs.

(1) Married women may have a residence of their own.

(2) The same shall apply to minors and interdicted persons.

Art. 179. - Public officials.

Public officials shall be deemed to have a residence in the place where
they exercise their functions.

Art. 180. - Traders.
The place where a person carries on trade shall he deemed to he a resid-
ence of such person.

Art. 181. - Residence.stipulated. - 1. Principle.

A person may validly stipulate tnat, in his relations with another person,
or as regards a specific business or activity, a given place shall be deemed.
to be his residence.

Art. 182. - 2. Effects.
(1) Unless otherwise expressly agreed., the person in whose favour such

etipulation is made shllIl not be bound by it,
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(2) He may, at his option, consider as being the residence of the other

contracting party either the actual residence of the latter or the resid.

ence which has been stipulated.

Section 2. Domicile

Art. 183. - Definition.

The domicile of a person is the place where such person has established

the principal seat of his business and of his interests, with the intention of
living there permanently.

Art. 184. - Presumed intention.
(l) Where a person has his normal residence in a place, he shall be

deemed to have the intention of residing permanently in such place.

(2) An intention to the contrary expressed by such person shall not be

taken into consideration unless it is sufficiently precise, and it is to
take effect on the happening of an event which will normally happen

according to the ordinary course of things.

Art. 185. - Professional lInd family life.

Where a person performs the work of his calling in a place, and paS8C8 his
family or social life in another place, he shall in case of doubt be deemed

to have his domicile in the latter place.

Art. 186. - Unity of domicile.

No person may have his domicile in several places at the same time.

Art. 187. - Change of domicile.

A person shall retain his domicile in the locality where it was established,
so long as he has not established such domicile in another place.

Art. 188. - Unknown domicile.

(1) Where it cannot be established where a person has or had his last

domicile, the place of his normal residence shall be deemed to be

the place of his domicile.

(2) In default of a normal residence, regard shall be had to the secon-

dary residence first established.

(3) In default of residence, regard shall he had to the place where the

interested person is.

Art. 189. - Married people.
(1) A married woman has the domicile of her husband so long as the

marriage lasts.
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(2) She may acquire a domicile of her own when the hushand is affected

by a judicial or legal interdiction.

Art. 190. - MiTWr.

An unemancipated minor shall have the domicile of his guardian.

Art. 191. - Interdicted person.

An interdicted person shall retain his domicile at the place where it was

established at the time of his interdiction.

TITLE II. CAPACITY OF PERSONS
Chapter 1. General Principles

Art. 192. - Rule of capacity.

Every physical person is capable of performing all the acts of civil life un.
less h~ is declared incapable hy the law. .

Art. 193. - General disabilities.

General disahilities depend on the age or mental condition of persons or

on sentences passed upon them.

Art. 194. - Special disabilities.
(1) Special disabilities may he prescribed hy reason of the nationality of

persons or of the functions exercised hy them.

(2) They shall he as provided hy Chapter 5 of this Title (Arts. 389.393)

and by special laws.

Art. 195. - Voluntary restrictions.
(1) No person may renounce, even partially, the enjoyment or the

exercise of civil rights.

(2) Any voluntary restriction imposed on the enjoyment or on the exercise

of such rights shall be of no effect unless it is justified hy a lawful in.

terest.

Art. 196. - Proof of disability.
(1) Capacity is presumed.

(2) Any person who alleges the disahility of a physical person shall prove

that such person is under a disahility.

Art. 197. - Bodies corporate and property with a specific destination.

The capacity of hodies corporate and property with a specific destination
shall be regulated, according to their nature, hy the provisions applicahle
to them.
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Chapter 2. :Minol"J
Section 1. General provisions

Art. 198.- Definition.
A minor is a person of either sex who has not attained the full age

of eighteen years.

Art. 199. - Disability of minors.

(1) A minor, as regards the proper care of hie per~on, shall be placed

under the authority of a guardian, whom he shall obey.

(2) In matters concerning his pecuniary interests and the administration

of his property, ;l minor shall be represented by a tutor.
(3) The minor may not perfoml juridical acts except in the eases pro-

vided by law.

Art. 200. - Proof of age. -- 1. Principle.

(1) The age of a peroon shaH be established by his record of birth.
(2) In the absence of a record of birth. the age may be established by

producing an act of notorif'ty signed hy reliable witnesses.

Art. 201. - 2. Proof to the contrary.

(I) The court may authorise the proof against the particulars in the record

of birth where there are serious indications which put in doubt the
accuracy of the particulars in the record.

(2) An appeal shall lie against a decision of a court, disallowing the proof

against the particulars of the record of birth.
(3) The act of notoriety JlJay be freely challenged by producing reliable

witnesses.

Art. 202. - 3. Proof of judicial decision.

(I) Where an act of notoriety is challenged or the proof against the par-

ticulars in the record of birth is authorised. the court shall for the

solution of the controversy wbich is ~ubmitted to it, determine the age

of the pereon.
(2) For this purpose, it may order that all the measures required for

forming its conviction be taken.

Art. 203. - 4. Appeal.

(1) An appeal shall lie against a decision of a court of first instance,

ordering or refusing to order in this regard a measure to elucidate the

case.
(2) The same shall apply to a decision of a conrt which determines the

age of the person.
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Section 2. Organs of prc,tection of a minor
Paragraph 1. - Guardian and tutor

Art. 204. - Authority of parents.

The father and the mother are, during their marriage, jointly guardians

and tutors of their minor children.

Art. 205. - Default of one of the parents.

(1) In case of death, disability, unworthiness or removal of one of the

parents the one who remains shall afone exercise such functions.
(2) The mother shall exercise such functions where the father of

the child is unknown.

Art. 206. - Divorce of parents.

(I) In case of divorce of the father and mother, the tutor and the guar-

dian of the child shall be appointed by the family arbitrator!!.
(2) The surviving father or mother shall not as of right require the exer-

cise of such functions where his or her divorced spouse dies.

Art. 207. - Testamentary guardian or tutor. - 1. Principle.
(1) The surviving father or mother of a minor may, by a last will, stipu-

late who shall he guardian or tutor of the child after his or her death.
(2) The surviving spouse may restrict the powen of the guardian or

tutor or subject the exercise of such powers to specified conditions.
(3) He may stipulate that one or more specified persons may not be ap-

point as guardian or tutor of the child.

Art. 208. - 2. Condition for appointment.

The right referred to in Art. 207 shall appertain to the father or mother

of the minor only where he or she exercised during his or her lifetime the

functions of guardian of the child, or where he or she had been relieved of

such functions at his or her request.

Art. 209. - 3. ApI,lication to the court.

The restrictions or conditions imposed by the father or the mother on the
powers of the guardian or tutor may, where the interest of the minor 80
requires, be revoked or modified by the court.

Art. 210. - Relatives called to exercise such functions. - 1. Order to bi'

followed.

Where the child no longer has his father and mother, and in default of a
valid appointment made by the survivor, the functions of ~ardian and

tutor of the child shall devolve, by virtue of the law, on the following
persons:
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(a) the paternal grandfather and, in his default, the patenlalsr8l1Cfmother

of the child; or .
(b) in their default, the maternal grandfather and. in his delault, the

maternal grandmother of the child; or
(c) in their default, the eldest paternal uncle or paternal aunt of the

child; or
(d) in their default, the eldest maternal uncle or maternal a1D1t of the

child; or
(e) in their default, the youngest grand1D1cle or grandaunt of the child.

Art. 211. - 2. Possible modification of such order.

( ]) Any relative of the child by consanguinity or by affinity may apply

that the functions of guardian or tutor of the child he accorded to him
and not to the person who should perform 8UCb functions by-rirtue

of Art. 210.
(2) Such application shall be made to the family council, if the intereeted

persons are in agreement, or, in other C8IIe8, to the court, within two

months from the day on which the legal guardian or tutor baa heeD

vested with his functions.
(3) The application shall be allowed or dismiued having regard IOlely to

the interest of the minor and after the interested partis harYe beeD
heard and the opinion of the family council has been obtained, whelle
appropriate.

Art. 212. - When. there is no relatit1e enabled in terrm of law.

(1) Where by applying the preceding Articles, a child remaine without a

guardian and without a tutor, the relative functions devolve on auch
person as shall be appointed by the court.

(2) The ~urt may take cognizance of the matter of its own motion or on

the application of any interested party whether he be a relative of the
minor or not.

(3) The authority who has such obligation by virtue of the law ahalllay

the matter before the court.

Art. 213. - Appointment by the court. - 1. Relatit1e of the minor by eon-

sanguinity or trffinity.

The court shall appoint, as far as possible, as guardian and tutor a Dear
relative of the minor, by consanguinity or by affinity, fit to perform IUch
functions and willing to perform them.

Art. 214. - 2. lrutitution of lJS&istance.
(1) The functions of guardian or of tutor may, where ueceI881'Y, be

_.

trnsted by the court to an institution of assistance.
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(2) The management of the institution shall in such case delegate one of

its members to exercise such functions.

Art. 215. - Assimilated ClUeS.
(1) For the purposes of the preceding Articles, a penon shall be deemed

to be dead where he is not in a position to exercise the functions of

guardian and tutor for any legal or material reason.

(2) The family of origin of a child who has been adopted shall not be

taken into consideration.

Art. 216. - Identity.of guardian and of tutor.
( 1) As a rule, the person to whom the care of the penon of the minor

has been entrusted shall at the same time be his tutor.
(2) The appointment of a guardian or of a tutor of the child, made by

the surviving father or mother or by the court shall apply to both

functions, unless the contrary results from the cil'CUJl18tances of the

case.

Art. 217. - Right given to father and mother.

The father or the mother may,where they think fit, appoint a tutor to the
child, reserving to themselves the functions of guardian.

Art. 218. - Right given to the court.

The court may for good cause appoint as tutor a penon other than the
guardian, where it has the right to make such appointment.

Art. 219. - Co-tutor.
(1) The administration of certain property of the minor may be entrusted

to a co-tutor appointed by the court.
(2) Where property is donated or bequeathed to the minor, the donor

or testator may appoint a co-tutor who shall be entrusted with the

administration of such property during the minority of the donee or
legatee.

(3) The same right may be exercised by the father or mother 01' other

ascendants of the child in regard to the property which the minor
shall receive from their succession.

Art. 220. - Tutor "ad hoc". - 1. Conflict of interest8 between tutor and
minor.

(1) Where there is confJict of interests between the tutor and the minOl',

a tutor "ad hoc" shall be appointed to the latter by the coart.
(2) The appointment of a tutor "ad hoc" shall be made on the application

of the tutor or any member of the family council.
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(3) The assistant tutor, if any, shall be vested by virtue of the law, with

the functions of tutor "ad hoc".

Art. 221. - 2. Conflict of interests of several minors.
(1) The provisions of Art. 220 shall apply where there is a conflict bet-

ween the interests of several minors of whom the tutor is the common
representative.

(2) The conflicting interests shall in such cases he settled between the

tutor and the tutor "ad hoc".

Art. 222. - Commencement of functions.

(1) The functions of guardian and of tutor shall commence from the, ap-
pointment of the guardian or the tutor by virtue of the law or by the
court.

(2) No liability shall he incurred by the guardian or tutor so longaa he
is not aware of the circumstances under which such functions devolve
on him.

Art. 223. - Compul.ory natUTe of functions.

The functions of guardian or tutor of the minor are compulsory for the
person who is vested with tAem.

Art. 224. - Application for exemption.

(1) A person may apply to the court to be exempted from such functions

if the performance thereof entails for him particular difficulties or
inconveniences.

(2) The guardian and the tutor may on the same conditions apply to be

relieved of the functions assumed by them.

Art. 225. - Legal exemptions.

The following persons shall be exempt from the functions of guardian or

of tutor, upon a mere declaration on their part, except as regards their
own children:
(a) women; and
(b) any person who has completed his sixty.fifth year; and

(c) any person who has four minor children; and
(d) soldiers in active service; and

(e) public officials who have to live abroad by reason of their office.

Art. 226. - Obligation to exercise such functions provisionally.

(1) The guardian or tutor who puts forward an objection or a case of

exemption shaH exercise his functions until a new guardian or tutor

has been appointed.
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(2) The same shall apply to the guardian or tutor whose appointment is

impugned.

Art. 227. - Termination of functions.
(1) The functions of guardian and of tutor shall ceue where the child

dies or attains his majority.
(2) They shall cease where the guardian or the tutor dies or becomes in-

capable or unworthy or is removed.
(3) They shall cease where a new guardian or tutor is appointed to the

minor.

Art. 228. - Incapacities. - 1. Minor.
A minor is incapable of exercising the functions of guardian or of tutor
except as regards his own children.

Art. 229. - 2. Judicially interdicted persons.
(1) A penon is incapable of being guardian or tutor of a minor if he is

under a judicial interdiction.

(2) Where a person during the exercise of such functions is judicially in-

terdicted his tutor shall without delay inform the penon who, by

virtue of the law, is to replace the interdicted penon in those func-

tions.
(3) In default of such person, he shall apply to the court for another

person to be appointed in place of the interdicted person.

Art. 230. - Unworthiness.
(1) A penon may be declared by the court unworthy of exercising the

functions of guardian or tutor, where he is sentenced for a criminal

offence to a punishment restrictive of personal liberty or to capital
punishment.

(2) The court may, in passing such sentence, declare the unworthiness of

the convicted person to the extent which it thinks fit, having regard

to the circumstances.

Art. 231. - Removal. - 1. Guardian.

(1) The guardian of a minor may be removed by the court where the

minor does not receive the care which his condition requires, a mo-
rally sound education or an instruction which accords with his disposi-

tion.
(2) For this purJ'ose, regard shall be had to the environment in which the

guardian lives and all the circumstances of the case.
(3) The guardian may in particular be removed by the court where the

minor has committed a criminal offence and it appears that his be-
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ha~our is due to bad education or to lack of education on the part

of hia guardian.

Art. 232. - 2. Tutor.

The tutor may be removed by the court, where it appears that he admi-

nisters badly the property of the minor, or where he does not comply with

the directions validly given to him by the father or the mother of the child

or by the family council, or where hia insolvency has been judicially est-
ablished.

Art. 233. - 3. Removal of lUIcendants.

(1) The caurt shall declare only with extreme caution the removal of the

mother or of the father or of the other ascendants as guardians or

tutors of their children or descendants.

(2) The court may at any time vary its decision on the application of the

person who has been removed.

Art. 234. - 4. Procedure.
(1) An application for the removal of the guardian or of the tutor may be

made hy any relative of the minor, by consanguinity or by affinity, or
by the public prosecutor.

(2) Before declaring the removal of the guardian or tutor, the court shall

enable the latter to give his reasons whenever this is possible without

causing serious danger to the person or property of the minor.

(3) Whenever the court remov~ the guardian or the tutor it shall proceed

to appoint another in his place.

Art. 235. - Duties and powers of the court.

(1) Where the court is to appoint or to remove a person as guardian or

tutor of a minor it shall before making its decisions consult, insofar

as it is p06Sible, the family council of such minor.

(2) Where it thinks fit, it may hear the minor himself.

(3) The court shall decide having regard solely to the interest of the

minor and without being bound by the information which it has ob.

tained.

Art. 236. - Tutor may be remunerated.

(1) The functions of guardian or tutor constitute a gratuitous office.

(2) An annual compensation may be granted to the tutor where the ad.

ministration of the property of the minor takes a considerable part

of his time or he is not related to the minor either by consanguinity or
by affinity.
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(3) Such compensation may only be taken from the income of the minor

and may not exceed one third of such income.

Art. 237. -- Personal nature of functions.

( 1) The functions of guardian and tutor constitute a personal office which

does not pass to the heirs of the gua];dian or tutor.

(2) The latter shall be liable only for the management of the person

whom they succeed, within the limits specified in the Title of this

Code relating to "Successions".

Art. 238. - Duties of heirs.

(I) The heirs of the guardian or tutor shall without delay inform of his

death the person who is by virtue of Art. 210 to replace him in such
functions.

(2) In default of such person they shall apply to the court to appoint a

new guardian or tutor.

(3) Until they have fulfilled their obligation under sub-art. (1) and (2)

they shall remain liable to the minor and third parties.

Art. 239. - Proof of capacity of guardian or tutor.

( 1) The guardian or tutor may apply to the court to be given a document
enabling him to prove his capacity where necessary.

(2) Such document may be given to the guardian or tutor by a notary,

if any.

Art. 240. - Analogy with the tutor.

The provisions of this Title relating to tutors shall apply to co-tutors and to
tu!ors "ad hoc".

Paragraph 2. - Family Council and Assistant Tutor

A. Composition of family council

Art. 241. - Principle.

( 1) The family council of the minor shall consist of the ascendants of the

minor and of his brothers and sisters who are of age.

(2) Where a contract of adoption has been concluded in respect of the

minor only the members of his adoptive family shall be members of

the family council.

Art. 242. -- Where there ure no ascendants.

Where a minor has no direct ascendant, the oldest uncle or aunt, or in

their default the eldest granduncle or grandaunt of the minor shall be

members of the family council.
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Art. 243. -- Divorce of father and mother.

Where the father and mother of the minor are divorced, the family council
shall comprise, in addition to the persoD.8 mentioned in Arts. 241 and 242,

the family arbitrators who have declared the divorce.

Art. 244. - Additional members.

(1) The father of the minor may, by a last will, stipulate that one or two

specified persOD.8 shall be members of the family council of his minor

child.
(2) The mother ()f the minor shall have the same right.

Art. 245. - Exclwion of members.

The father or the mother of a minor may, by a last will, stipulate that vne
or more ()f their own children shall n()t be members ()f the family oouncil

of their brother or sister who is a minor.

Art. 246. - Appointment of additional members.

(1) Where the family council of the minor, composed as provided in the
preceding Articles, d()e8 not comprise four members, it shall he com-

pleted by calling such persons as take an interest in the minor, wh.cther
they be his relatives or not.

(2) Such persons shall be appointed by the members of the family ,.ouncil

where these are at least two in number.
(3) In other cases, or in default of unanimous agreement between the

members of the family council, such persoD.8 shall be appointed hy the

head of the commune where the minor resides, without prejudice to

an application to the court by any interested party.

B. Meetings of family council

Art. 247. - Meetings by virtue of the law.

The family council shall meet by virtue of the law forty days after the

death of the surviving father or mother of the minor, unless it has met
before such date.

Art. 248. - Convocation of council.

(1) The family council shall meet whenever it is convened by the guardian

or tut()r of the minor or by the court.
(2) It may also be convened by the assistant tutor.

(3) Where no assistant tutor has been appointed, any member of the
family council may convene it.

Art. 249. - Time.

A reasonable time shall be granted to enable the members of the family
council to take part in the meeting.
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Art. 250. - Order of the day.
(I) The ooavooation of the family council shall be accompanied ey an

order of the day, showing the matter or matters on which a deci8ion

and a vote of the council are required.

(2) The first family council which meets after the death of the surviving
father or mother of the minor shall examine in a general manner the

condition of the minor and take in accordance with the provisions of

the following Articles such measures falling within its jurUdiction as

it thinks fit.

Art. 251. - Meeting pUree.

(1) The family council shall meet at the place where the minor had his

principal residence at ~he time of the death of his surviving father or

mother.

(2) The court may on the application of the guardian or tutor of the child

authorise for good cause the convocation of the family council in an.

other place.

Art. 252. - Expenses.

All expenses arising from the convocation and meeting of the family

council shall be borne by the members of such council.

Art. 253. - Consultation by letter.

The tutor may, without convening the family council, seek by letter the

advice of each of the members of such council on a particular matter

whenever he thinks fit.

Art. 254. - No representation of members.

(1) Members of the family council who are prevented from attending the

meeting may express their opinions or may vote in writing.

(2) They may not send a representative to the meeting of the council.

Art. 255. - Majority required.

( I) The decisions of the family council shall be taken by an absolute

majority of votes of the members of the council, whether these are

present or not at the meeting.

(2) They shall be recorded in a minute signed by the members of the fa.

mily council.

(3) For the validity of a decision it suffices that the minute be signed by

the majority who approves it.
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Art. 256. - Position of guardian and tutor.

(1) The guardian and the tutor of the minor shall be present at the deli.

berations of the family council, even if J;hey are not members thereof.

(2) In the latter case, they may only tender their advice at the delibera.

tions of the council.

Art. 257. - Position of minQr.

Unless otherwise decided by the family council, the minor shall not atten,l

the deliberations of the family council.

Art. 258. - Substitution of court for council. - 1. Failure to reach majority.

(1) Where no majority can be reached in the council, owing to the ab.

sence or disagreement of its members, the decision which the council

could not take shall be taken by the court.

(2) The matter may be laid before the court by the guardian or by th~

tutor of the minor.

(3) The matter may also be laid before the court by the assistant tutor or,

in default of an assistant tutor, by any member of the family council.

Art. 259. - 2. Urgerrey.

The court "may, on the application of the same persons, take a decision in-

stead of the family council, where it is difficult to hold a meeting of the
latter, and there is urgent need of a decision.

Art. 260. - Appeal.

(1) An appeal shall lie to the court from the decisions of the family coun-
ciI, within one month after they are taken.

(2) The appeal may be lodged by the guardian, the tutor or the assistant

tutor 'of the child, or by any member of the family council.

C. Assistant Tutor

Art. 261. - Appointment.
The family council may appoint one of its members, or a third party, to
exercise the functions of assistant tutor.

Art. 262. - Supervision of tutor.

(1) The assistant tutor shall receive the accounts of the tutor in place of

the family council.

(2) He shall assist the tutor in the performance of the acts "pecified by

the family council.
(3) He shall convene the family council whcnever he thinks fit.
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Art. 263. - Replacement of, or assistance to, tutor.

(I) The assistant tutor shall replace the tutor, at the request of the latter,

where the tutor in a particular matter has interests conflicting with
those of the minor.

(2) He shall assist the tutor, at the request of the latter, where there is a

conflict between the interests of several minors of whom the tutor is
the common repreeentative.

D. Common provisions

Art. 264. - Nature of office.

(1) The office of member of the family council and of assistant tutor ~re

compulsory, under the same reservations as those relating to the office

of tutor.

(2) Snch offices are gratuitous.

(3) The provisions relating to the disability and to the unworthiness of

the tutor shall apply to the members of the family council and to the

as&istant tutor.

Section 3. Powers of the Guardian and
of the Tutor

Paragraph 1. - Care of the person of the minor

Art. 265. - Residence of minor.

(1) The guardian shall fix the place where the minor is to reside.

(2) The minor may not abandon such place without the authorisation of

the guardian.

(3) If he goes away from such place without authorisation, the guardian

may compel him to return thereto.

Art. 266. - Health of minor.

(1) The guardian shall watch over the health of the minor.

(2) In case of sickness of the latter, the guardian shall take the necessary

measures for his recovery.

Art. 267. -- Education of minor.

(1) The guardian shall direct the education of the minor.

(2) He may inflict light bodily punishment on the minor, for the purpose

of ensuring his education.

Art. 268. -- Social contacts and correspondelU'e.

(1) The guardian shall supervise the sodal contacts of the minor.
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(2) He may cause the correspondence of the minor to be delivered to him.
(3) The guardian may not, except for good cauae, prohibit the child from

seeing his ascendants or from correeponding with them.

Art. 269. - General and professional education.

( I) The guardian shall ensure that the minor be given general education

and as much instruction in a calling as is suitable to his abilities.
(2) He shall conclude the contracts necessary for such education and

authorise the minor to pursue a calling.

Art. 270. - lru:ome of minors. - 1. General case.
( I ) The guardian shall receive the income of the minor and use it in the

interest of the latter.
(2) He shall not be bound to render an accoUllt of such use.

Art. 271. - 2. Considerable iru:ome.
( I ) Where the income of the minor is considerable and the guardian is

neither the father nor the mother of the minor, the provisions of Art.

270 (I) may be set aside by the family council.
(2) In such case, the family council shall fix a lump sum, which shall be

given each year to the guardian out of the income of the minor, for

the normal expenses of the maiutenance and education of the latter.
(3 ) The balance of the income of the minor shall remain in the handa of

the tutor to be invested by the latter in the interests of the minor.

Art. 272. - 3. Work of minor.

(I) From the age of fifteen years onwards, the minor himself shall receive

the income deriving from his work.

(2) He may freely dispose of such income but shall contribute to his own

maintenance.

Art. 273. - 4. Property Mnated or beque4thed.
(1) The person who donates, bequeathes or leaves property to aminOI',

may order that. the income from such property shall not daring the

minority of the child be received by his guardian.
(2) The provisions laid down in the contract of donation or in the will

concerning the administration and the use of such income shall be
complied with.

Art. 274. -- 5. Assignment or attachment of iru:ome.
( I ) The income of the mjnor which is not yet due may not be assigned
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by tbe guardian nor may it form the subject of an oblip;ation under-

taken by the latter.

(2) h may not be attached hy the creditors of the latter.

Art. 275. - Paternity.

(l) The personal consent of the minor shall be required {or acknowledg-

ing an illegitimate child.

(2) The minor may freely revoke such acknowledgment so long as his

disability lasts and during the year following thf> cessation of such
disability, unless it has been authorised by his guardian.

(3) Such right of revocation is strictly personal to the minor and may not

be exercised by his representatives or his heirs.

Art. 276. - Exercise of authority of father and mother. - 1. Principle.
(l) Where the father and the mother of the child are both vested with the

functions of guardian, the father alone shall exercise such functions.
(2) The mother shall exercise them in his stead where the father is not

in a position to manifest his will by reason of his being away or for
any other cause.

Art. 277. - 2. Dispute$.

(1) The mother of the child may -apply to the family arbitrators, if /I

dispute regarding the care of the person of the child arises between

her and the father of the child.
(2) No person other than the mother may lay such dispute before the

family arbitrators.

Art. 278. - Appeal to the family council. - 1. Principle.
(1) The deeision taken by the guardian of the child may be appealed

from to the family council by an ascendant of the child.
(2) In default of ascendants, the appeal may be made by any member of

the family council.

Art. 279. - 2. Where the guardinn is the fnther or mother.

No appeal shall lie against the deeision of the guardian where he is the

father or the mother of the child unless:
(a) the father and mother of the child are divorced from each other; or
(Ii) the father or the mother who exercises authority on the child is re>-

married or keeps an irregular union.

Paragraph 2. - Administration of the prnperty of the minor

Art. 280. --
Principle.

(1) The tutor shall represent the minor ill a11 civil matter~.
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(2) He shall take care of the pecuniary interests 01 the miDOR'- ......
nister his property as a "bonus paterfamilias".

Art. 281. - Inventory and valuation of property. - 1.Afterthetutor-
his functwns.

(1) Within forty days from, assuming his functions, the tutor shall proceed

to draw up an inventory of and value the property of the miaor in the
presence of reliable witnesses chosen, if possible, from 8JDOI1I the

members of the family council.
.

(2) Where the minor owes him anything he shall state it in tIte invea.toI'y

under pain of losing his right thereto.

Art. 282. - 2. Succession devolving on the minor.

(1) Where a succession devolves on the minor, the tutor, before aceeptiDJ

such succession on behalf of the minor, shall cause an inventory th~

of to be prepared in the presence of reliable witn- choeen, if p0s-
sible, from among the members of the family council, which invea.tory

shall specify the value of the succession.

(2) Where anything is due to him from 8uch succession, he shall state it

in the inventory, under pain of losing his right thereto.

(3) The tutor shall be liable to the minor for any damage arising from

the absence of an inventory.

Art. 283. - Property of tutor merged with that of the minor.

(1) The tutor shall ensure that the property of the minor be not mixed

with his own property.
(2) In particular, he may not deposit or cause to be deposited in his per-

IIOnal bank account monies belonging to the minor.

Art. 284. - Securities and articles of value to be deposited in a safe place.

Securities, articles of value, important documents and other similar things

shall be deposited by the tutor in a safe place, if no inconvenience for the
administration of the property of the minor results therefrom.

Art. 285. - Convening family council.

( 1) A tutor, who is not the father or the mother, at the beginning of his

management, shall convene the family council and explain to it the

financial position of the minor. ,
(2) Until that time, the tutor shall confine himself to performing such acts

of administration as are of an urgent nature.

Art. 286. - Instructions by the family council.

(1) The family council may give to a tutor, who i8 Rot the father or mo-
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ther, instmctions concerning the management of the property of the

minor.
(2) It may prohibit him from performing certain acts or it may subject

the performance thereof to some given condition or authorisation.

Art. 287. - Property donated, bequellthed or devolving on minor.

(1) A person who donates or bequeathes property to a minor or a person

from whose succession a minor inherits property, may order that, for

the administration of such property, the tutor shall conform to certain
mles.

(2) Where it subsequently appears that the observance of

impossible or prejudicial to the minor, the tutor may

court to vary them.

Art. 288. - Commercial or other enterprises.

(1) Where commercial, industrial or other enterprises form part of the

estate of the minor, the family council shall instmct a tutor, who is

not the father or mother of the child, whether he should liquidate

such enterprises or keep them going.
(2) For this purpose. it shall have regard to the time for which the tutor-

ship is to last and the abilities and potentialities of the tutor as well

118the interests of the minor.

such mles is
apply to the

Art. 289. - Alienation of certain property.

(1) The tutor may alienate corporeal chattels, stocks and securities b,-~-

longing to the minor.
(2) The family council ))lay ~ivc to a tutor, who is not the father or

mother of the child, instructions coiIcerning such sale or prohibit him

from effecting it.

Art. 290. - Securities to bearer.

(1) A tutor, who is not the father or mother of the child, shall alienate

securities to bearer, or convert them in registered securities, within

a period of three months after they devolve on the minor.
(2) The family counci! may exempt him from such duty.

Art. 291. --- Debts and claims.
(1) The tutor shaH pay the debts which are due by the minor.

(2) He shall receive the capital and income devolving on the minor and

give receipt therefor to the person effecting payment.

Art. 292. - Investment of Cl!l,it(d~..- 1. Duty of the tutor.

(1) The tutor shall invest capitals helonging to the minor where such ca-

pitals exceed the ,HIli of five hundred Ethiopian dollars.
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(2) The family council may vary the amount specified in sub.art. (1).

Art. 293. -'- 2. Time.

(1) Capitals shall be invested within tilrC" llIonths from the time when

they are at the disposal of the tutor.

(2) The family council may vary such period.

Art.-294. - Nature of property to be acquired.

The family council may determine beforehand the kind of property which
a tutor, who is not the father or mother of the child, may acquire on be-

half of the minor.

Art. 295. - 4. Sanction.

(II The tutor shall bc liable to pay to the minor legal interest on the

monies which he has failed to invest.
(2) He may be condemned to pay damages, where appropriate.

Art. 296. - Income.
(1) The tutor shall deliver to the guardian of the minor the income of

the latter to be used for his maintenance and his education.

(2) Such delivery shall be made on such conditions and

shall be fixed by the family council.
(3) In defanlt of such decision, the delivery shall be

months at the principal residence of the guardian.

at such times as

made every six

Art. 297. - Leases.

I~eases made by the tutor shall be binding on the minor for not more than

three years after he attains majority, unless they have been entered into

with the authorisation of the family council.

Art. 298. - Successions.

(I) The tutor shall accept on behalf of the minor the successions devolv-

ing on the latter.

(2) He may not renounce a succession devolving on the minor except with

the authorisation of the family council, unless such succession is noto-

riously insolvent.

Art. 299. - Donation or bequest.

(I) The tutor may not refuse a donation or bequest of more than five

hundred Ethiopian dollars offered to the minor except with tht" autho-
risation of the family council.

(2) He may not make any donation on behalf of the minor, other than

small presents which may he required by cU!;tom.
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Art. 300. - Contracting suretyship.

The tutor may in no case stand surety for the debt of another- person on

behalf of the minor.

Art. 301. - Compromise.
A tutor may not enter into a compromise agreement concerning the in-
terests of the minor except with the authorisation of the family council,

unlees the interest in dispute is less than three hundred Ethiopian donars.

Art. 302. - Contracts between tutor aTUl minor. ,
(1) A tutor may not buy or take on lease the property of the minor nor

may he conclude any other contract with the minor, except with the

authorisation of the family council.
(2) He may not accept the assignment of any right or claim against the

minor except with the authorisation of the family council.

Art. 303. - Loans.

The tutor may not contract any loan on behalf of the minor except with
the authorisation of the family council.

Art. 304. - Consultation of minor.

(1) Where a minor is capable of discernment and at least fifteen years

old, he shall as far as possible be consulted on all the important acts

concerning him.

(2) The consent of the minor shall not relieve the tutor of his liability.

Art. 305. - Authorisation to act given to the minor. - 1. Principle.
(1) The tutor may authorise the minor to conclude alone those contracts

which, considering his age and his financial position, are to be reo

garded as acts of everyday life.
(2) Such authorisation may be tacit.

Art. 306. - 2. Acts of everyday life.
(1) An act may in no case be regarded as an act of everyday life where

for its conclusion the law requires the authorisation of the family

council.

(2) Nor may an act be ever regarded as an act of everyday life where it

entails on the minor an expense or obligations the value of which
exeeed& one hundred Ethiopian dollars.

Art. 307. - 3. Effect with regard to the tutor.

The tutor &hall stand surety, in favour of third parties, for the obligations
which the minor has assumed with his authorisation.
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Art. 308. - Will.
(1) The tutor may not make a will on behalf of the minor.
(2) A minor may make a will alone when he attains the age of fift"f'1I

years.
(3) The will made before he has attained such age shaH be of no eHed.

notwithstanding that the minor has not revoked it after havin:.; at-

tained the age of fift,'en years.

Art. 309. - Marriage contracts.

I)) The consent of the minor and of the verson mentioned in Art. 5(,2 of

this Code shall be required for the marriage of a minor.
(2) The verson mentioned in Art. 562 of this Code may give his eomt'nt

through a representative.
(3) No proof of the power of representation shall be required where tl...

representative is himself one of the persons mentioned in i\rtid.. ;,(,:.:'

of this Code.

Art. 310. - Expenses of management.

The tutor has the right to the refund of the expenses which he incurs in

connection with the management of the interests of the minor.

Art. 311. - Rendering of accounts of management.

(1) In the course of the tutorship, the tutor shall render any account of

his management to the family council on such conditions and at such
times as shall be fixed by the latter.

(2) The father and the mother of the minor are exempt from such o'.li-

gation when they exercise the functions of tutor.
(3) They may exempt therefrom the tutor appointed by them.

Art. 312. - Reference.

The provisions of Art. 277.280 of this Code shall apply to tuton,hip and

to appeals against the decisions of the tutor.

Section 4. Sanction of the Rules for the
Protection of the minor

Paragraph 1. - Acts of the minor

Art. 313. - Principle.

Juridical acts performed by the minor in excess of his powers shall he of
no effect.

Art. 314. - Application for nullity.

(1) The nullity of such acts may be applied for only hy the minor. his

representative or his heirs.
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(2) Without prejudice to the provisions of the following Articles. the

rulcs relating to nullity of contracts on the ground that the consent

has hecn given by mistake shall apply to such cases.

Art. 315. - Good faith of person contracting with minor.

Contracts entered into by a minor shall be valid where the other contract-
ing party could in good faith believe that the minor had received the

authorisation to conclude them and he has not taken advantage of the

inexperience of the minor.

Art. 316. - Payments.
(1) Where it is proved that the minor has benefitted thereby, payments

made to a minor shall be valid to the extent of the enrichment which
remains to his benefit on the day when the action of nullity is insti-

tuted.
(2) In other cases, such payments shall be null but the minor is not bound

to make repayment.

Art. 317. - Extra-contractual liability and unlawful enrichment - 1. Prin-

ciple.

The provisions of the Title of this Code relating to extra-contractual lia-
bility and unlawful enrichment shall apply to the extra-contractualliabi-
lity of the minor and to the unlawful enrichment he may have derived

(Art. 2027-2178).

Art. 318. - 2. Mere statement of majority.
(1) The mere statement made by a minor that he is a major shall not

deprive him of the right of availing himself of his minority.
(2) Such statement shall not amount to a fault entailing his extra.contrac-

tualliability.
Paragraph 2. - Acts of the Tutor

Art. 319. - Acts regularly performed.
(1) Acts performed by the tutor, within the limits of his powers, or with

the necessary authorisations, may not be impugned by alleging that
they have been performed for a minor.

(2) They shall be binding on the minor as though he had performed them

himself, being a major.
(3) They shall not be binding on the tutor personally, saving an explicit

undertaking on his part or in the cases provided by law.

Art. 320. - Violation of legal provisions.
(1) Acts performed by the tutor in violation of legal provisions shall he

subject to the provisions of the Title of this Code relating to Agency

in the case in which a representative has exceeded his powers.
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(2) The same shall apply to acts which the tutor has.performed without

the authorisation of the family council, where such authorisation i"
required by law.

(3) The same shall apply also to acts performed by the tutor with the

authorisation of a family council irregularly composed or which has

deliberated irregularly.

Art. 321. - Violation of imtructions not laid down by law.
( I) The fact that the tutor has acted contrary to the instructions of the

family council may not be set up against third parties unless they have

or should have known, in due time, the limitations imposed by the
family council on the powers of the tutor.

(2) The same shall apply to those limitations imposed on the powers of

the tutor by a person who has donated, bequeathed or left property

to the minor.
(3) The burden of proof of the bad faith of third parties shall lie with

the person involving the nullity of the act.

Art. 322. - Co-tutor and tutor and hoc.

The provisions of the preceding articles shall apply to the ct>-tutor and to
the tutor ad hoc.

Paragraph 3. ~ Liabilities which may be incurred

Art. 323. - Tutors.
( I ) The tutor shall be liable for the damage which may be caused to the

minor through his negligence, mismanagement or the fact that he has

not obeyed the instructions given to him by the family council or the
fact that he has acted in a case where his interests were in conflict

with those of the minor.

(2) Except in the case of fraud, he shall not be liable where he has acted

in conformity with the instructions given to him by the family council.
(3) The provisions of this Article shall apply to the co-tutor and to the

tutor ad hoc.

Art. 324. - Assistant tutor.

The assistant tutor shall be jointly and severally liable with the tutor, as
regards condemnations, unless he can show that he has committed no fault.

Art. 325. - Tutor of fact.

(1) Any person who, without being a tutor, perfonDs the functions of

tutor, shall be liable for his management of affairs.
(2) The tutor shall be jointly and severally liable in respect of the con-

demnati0D8 passed upon such person.
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Art. 326. - Husband of a tutrix.

The -husband of a tutrix shall be jointly and severally liable in retipect of

the condemnations passed on her, by reason of facts which are connected
with the tutorship and which have OCCUITt"dduring tht" marriage.

Art. 327. - Members of fnmily council.

(1) Members of the family counci I shall incur no liability hy reason of

their functions, cxpect in the case of fraud.

(2) However, by signing the minute of the meeting of the family council,

they guarantee that it has bt"en convened and that it has deliberated

in conformity with the law.

Section 5. Ce:3sation of the disability
of the Minor

Art. 328. - Cause6.

The disability of the minor shall cease on his attaining majority or being

emancipat!'I!.

Paragraph 1. - Emanripation

Art. 329. - Marriage.

A minor shall be emancipated as of right hy marriage.

Art. 330. - Explicit emancipation. - 1. COllditions.
(1) A minor may be emancipated when he has attained the age of fifteen

years.

(2) A decision of the family cOimcii shall he required for this purpose.

Art. 331. - 2. Application.

The decision of the family council whereby the minor is emancipated may
be taken on the application of the minor himseH or of one of his ascen-
dants or of his guardian or of his tutor.

Art. 332. - 3. Inadmissibility of application.

The family council may not grant the emancipation where the minor has
his father and mother, unless at least one of them expressly agrees to the
emancipation.

Art, 333. - Effect6.

An emancipated minor shall he deemcd under the law to have attained
majority in all that conn'ros the care of his person and the management of

his pecuniary interests.
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Art. 334. - Irrevocability.

(1) Emancipation may not be revoked.

(2) Emancipation resulting from marriage shall retain its effects notwith-

standing that the marriage is dissolved.

(3) The court may give a decision to the contrary, where it pronounces

the dissolution of the marriage on the ground that one of the spouses

had not attained the age prescribed by the law far marriage.

Paragraph 2. ~-- Rendering of accounts of tutorship

Art. 335. - Principk.

(1) Where his functions terminate, the tutor shall render an account of

his administration to his ex-ward or to the heirs of the latter.

(2) He shall hand over to him the property which belongs to him and

prepare for him a statement showing the rights whieh pertain to him

and the debts to whieh he is hound.

Art. 336. - Where there is IW inventory.

(1) Where the tutor has failed to draw up an inventory when he assumed

his functions or when a succession has devolved on the minor, the

minor may prove by all means of which property his estate or such
succession consists.

(2) Unless the contrary is proved, property shall be deemed to have per-

tained to the minor where reliable witnesses make an attestation to

this effect.

Art. 337. - Approval of accollnts.
( 1) The approval of the accounts of the tutorship given by the ward may

be revoked by him within one year after it has taken place, so long

as the ward has not attained the age of eighteen years.

(:1) The same shall apply to the exemption from rendering accounts grant.

ed by the ward to the tutor.

(3) The provisions of sub-arts. (1) and (2) may not be invoked by the

heirs of the minor who have attained majority when they themselves

have approved the accounts of the tutor or exempted the tutor from
rendering accounts.

Art. 338. - Limitation.

(I) Any action of the minor, his repreeentatives or his hein against the

tutor, based on the liability of the latter and relating to acta of the

tutorship shall be barred if it is not instituted within five years follow-

in~ the c~~ation of the function~ of the tutor.
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(2) Upon the expiry of the above period, the minor shall retain the ript

to claml the restitution of his property or to institute an action bued

on unlawful enrichment.

Chapter 3. Insane Persons and Infirm Persons

Art. 339. - Definition.
( I ) An insane person is one who, as a consequence of his being insuffi-

dently developed or as a consequence of a mental disease or of his

senility, is not capable to understand the importance of his actions.
(2) Persons who are feeble.minded, drunkards or habitually intoxicated,

and persons who .ue prodigals shall in appropriate cases be assimi-

lated to insane persons.

Art. 340. -- Infirm persons.

Deaf.mute, blind persons, and other persons who, as a consequell.Qf) of a

permanent infirmity are not capable to take care of themselves or to admi-

nister their property may invoke in their favour the provisions of the law

which afford protection to those who are insane.

Section 1. Insane persons and inLrm persons
who are not interdicted

Art. 341. - i'iotorious insanity. - 1. An insane person who is an inmate of an

institution.

A person shall be deemed by law to be notoriously insane where by reuoo

of his mental condition, he is an inmate of a hospital or of an institution

for insane persons or of a nursing home, for the time for which he remains

an inmate.-

Art. 342. - 2. Rural communes.

In communes of less than two thousand inhabitants, the inaanity of a per-
SOD shall be deemed to be notorious, where the family of that person, or

those with whom he lives, keep over him a watch required by his meDtU
condition, and where his liberty of moving about is, for that reason, re-

stricted by those who are around him.

Art. 343. - Juridical acts of notoriously insane person. - 1. Principle.

( I) Juridical acts performed by a person at the time and in a place iD

which his state of insanity was notorious, may be impugned by that
person, by his representatives or by his heirs.

(2) The same shall apply to juridical acts performed by a person where

the infirmity whioh renders such person unfit to take care of bimlelf
and to administer his property is apparent.
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Art. 344. - 2. Practice.
(1) Unless the contrary is proved, the coment of such penon shall be

deemed to be affected by . defect which brings about ita nullity.
(2) The provisiom of this Code relating to the annuIm.eot of COIltracta 011

the ground of error shall apply in such case (Art. 1696-1703).

Art. 345. - Liability incurred. -- 1. Principle.

An insane person shall be liahle for the damage caused to third partiea
in good faith by the nullity of contracts they have concluded with him.

Art. 346. - 2. Proof.
(1) The good faith of third persom shall he presumed, saving proof to the

contrary.
(2) In the casQ.provided in Art. 342 of this Code, a third person shall be

deemed to be in bad faith, notwithstanding any proof to the contrary,
where he lives in the same commune as the wane person or in an
adjacent commune.

Art. 347. - P.erson.s whose insanity is not notorious.

( 1) Juridical acts performed by a person may not be impugned 011 the

grounds of his imanity where his condition is not notorioua.

(2) The insane person may not obtain the annulment of such acts uo.l.e68

he can show that, at the time he performed ,em, he was not in a con-
dition to give a consent free from defects.

Art. 348. - Heirs and credi!o.-s. - 1. Principle.

The heirs and the creditors of a person whose insanity is not notorious may

not demand an annulment of an act performed hy that person by alleging
that, on account of his insanity, he could not give to such act a COOBelltfree

from defects.

Art. 349. - 2.Exception.s.

(1) The provisiom of Art. 348 'shall not apply where the mental infirmity

of the person who performed the act results from the contents of the

act itseJf.
(:!) They shall not apply where the interdiction of the person who per.

formed the act has been demanded, notwithstanding that the demand

is made after the act in question, unless the person who performed the

act dies before the application for interdiction is decided on.

Art. 350. - Extrcw;Ontractualliability.

(1) A notoriousJy imane person M1all be extra.contractually liable lis

though he were of sound mind (Art. 2027-2161).
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(2) An insane person shall be, hound as though he were of sound mind, by

obligations resulting from any unlawful enrichment derived by him
(Art. 2162-2178).

Section 2. Judicial interdiction

Art. 35l.
(1)

- Judgment of interdiction.

The OQurt may pronounce the interdiction of an insane person where
his health and his interest so require.

(2) The interdiction may also be pronounced in the interest of the pre-

sumptive heirs of the insane person.

(3) It may also be pronounced in the case of a person who is unable

through permanent disability to govern himself or to administer his

estate (Art. 340).

Art. 352. - Declaration of notoriety of insanity.

(I) Where the court pronounces the interdiction of a person, it may de-

clare that the insanity of such person was publicly known since such

date as may be fixed in the judgment.

(2) The decision mentioned in sub-art. (1) may be given after the judg-

ment of interdiction.

(3) The date fixed in the judgment may not precede that of the applica-

tion for interdiction by more than two years.

Art. 353. - Application for interdiction.

(1) An application for interdiction may be made by the insane or infirm

person himself, or by his spouse, or by any of his relatives by consan-
guinity or affinity, or by the public prosecutor.

(2) The judgment of interdiction may be given before the person whose

interdiction is applied for attains his majority.

(3) If may not be given after the death of the person whose interdiction is

applied for.

Art. 354. - Procedure for interdiction.
( 1) Before pronouncing the interdiction of a person, the court shall be

convinced that such measure is necessary.

(2) It may not pronounce the interdiction without having seen the person

whose interdiction is applied for.

(3) Where the personal appearance of such person is not possible, the

court shall proceed to his examination either by delegating one of its

members or by appointing an expert.
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Art. 355. - Appeal.

The insane or infirm person himself, his spouse, any of his relatives by
consanguinity or affinity, or the public prosecutor may enter an appeal
against a judgment of interdiction.

Art. 356. - Register of judicially interdicted per$OTM.

(1) A special regi,;ter kept in the registry of each Teklay Guezat Court

shall contain the list of every person, whose interdiction has been
judicially declared, residing within the jurisdiction of the court.

(2) The register shall contain only such details as are necessary to iden-

tify such persons and to iclentify the judl/;ment or judgments relating

to the interdiction.

(3) It may be perused by any interested person.

Art. 357. - Noti8e of judgment.

II) The guardian of the interdicted person shall ensure that the judgment

of interdiction be brought to the notice of the registry of the court of

the province or provinces where the interdicted person resides or is

called upon to reside.

(2) The same shall apply to any judgment modifying the effects of the

interdiction.

Art. 358. - Protection of interdicted person.

Without prejudice to the provisions of the following Articles, a person

who has been judicially interdicted shall be subject in respect of his person

and of his property to the same rules of protection aJ! 8 minor.

Art. 359. - Guardian and tutor.

(I) The guardian and tutor of an' interdicted person shall in all cases be

appointed by the court.
(2) No person, other than the spouse, the ascendants, and descendants of

the interdicted person, shall be bound to retain the functions of guar-
dian or tutor of an interdicted person for more than five years.

Art. 360. -- Family council. -- 1. Constitution.

(l) The provisions of this Title relating to the constitution of the council

of the family of a minor shall not apply to an interdicted penon.

121 The council of the family of an interdicted person shall consist of his
ascendants, his brothers and sisters who are of age, his SpoUile and his

descendants who have attained majority.

(3) Where the number of the members of the family council thUB com-

posed is less than four, the court shall make up that number by caning
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on the persons, whether related to the interdicted person or not, who

take interest in his condition.

Art. 361. - 2. Meeting place.

(1) The family council shall meet in such place as may be fixed by the

court.
(2) In default of such vlace, it shall meet in the place where the inter-

dicted person had his or her principal residence on the day the inter-

diction has been pronounced.

Art. 362. - Residence of interdicted person.

(1) The !l;ll'udian of the inter~~cted person shall ensure that the inter-

dicted person live in the place where his disability has been given the
publicity required by law.

(21 Where the interdicted person changes his residence, his guardian shaH

ensure that the publicity required by law be made in the place of the
new residence.

Art. 363. -- Income of interdicted pel'son.

(1) The income of the interdicted person shall not become the property

of his guardian.
(2) It shall be used mainly for the maintenance and care of the inter-

dicted person.
(3) The guardian shall render an account of its use.

Art. 364. - Appeal against decisions of the guardian.

Any member of the family council may in all cases appeal to such council

against the decisions taken by the guardian of the interdicted person.

Art. 365. -- Father and mother of interdicted persoll.

The provisions which place the tutor of a minor in a privileged position

when such tutor is the father or the mother of the minor, shall not apply

to the tutor of an interdicted person.

Art. 366. - Leases.

Leases granted by a tutor shall not he hinding on the interdicted person

for more than three years after the termination of his disability, unless
they have been entered into with the authorisation of the family council.

Art. 367. - Donations.

(1) Donations may be made by the tutor of an interdicted peBon on behalf

of the latter, to the descendants of the interdicted person.
(2) Such donations shall be of 110 effect unless they have been a1lthorised

by the family council.
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Art. 368. - Will.
(1) An interdicted person may not make a will after his interdiction has

been declared.

(2) Any will made hy him prior to being interdicted shall be valid.

(3) The court may invalidate in whole or in part the will made by an

interdicted person prior to being interdicted where it is of opinion
that the provisiom contained in such will are contrary to equity or

have been affected by the state of health of the testator.

Art. 369. - Marriage.

(1) A person who has been judicially interdicted may not contract mar.

riage unless he is authorised for that purpose hy the court.

(2) An application to this effect may be made by the interdicted person

himself or by his guardian.

(3) Any interested party may apply to the court to' declare the nullity

of a marriage which an interdicted pt>rson has contracted without
having obtained the authorisatiO'n of the court.

Art. 370. - Divorce and disowning.

( 1) The personal consent of the interdicted person as well as that of his

guardian shall he required for requesting a divorce or putting an

end to an irregular nnion.

(2) The child of an interdicted person may he disowned on the conditions

laid down in the Book of this Code relating to Family Relationship
(Art. 782-795).

Art. 371. - Limitation of effects of interdiction. - 1. Principle.

(1) The court may, in prO'nouncing the interdiction or after such decision,

limit the effects of the interdiction.

(2) It may authorise the interdicted person to do certain acts himself.

(3) It may also decide that the tutor of the interdicted person may not

perform certain acts without the concurrence of the interdicted person.

Art. 372. - 2. Effect.

( 1 ) The limitations imposed by the court to the powers of the tutor of

the interdicted person in aecordanoo with Art. 371 may IlA)t he set up
against third parties in good faith who have had dealings with the

tutor.

(2) Saving proof to the contrary, the good faith of third parties shall he

prcs1lmed.
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Art. 373.

(1)
- Nullity of the acts of an interdicted person.

Acts performed by an interdicted person in excess of his powers may

be impugned in the same circumstances as if they had been perfor.
med by a minor.

(2) The court may not uphold the effect of such acts on the ground that

they could have been performed by the insane person during a lucid

interval.

Art. 374. - Liability of guardian of interdicted person. - 1. Principle.

Where the interdicted person enters into a contract with a third party who,

in good faith, is not aware of his disability, the guardian of the interdicted
person shall be liable to such third party for the prejudice which the nul-
lity of the act causes to the latter.

Art. 375. - 2. Good faith.

A person shall never be deemed to be in good faith where he has ~ntracted

with the interdicted person within a province where his interdiction has
been given publicity in terms of the law.

Art. 376. - Liability of Registrar.

( 1) The registrar of the court shall be liable in lieu of the guardian of the

interdicted person where the registrar having received notice of the
judgment of interdiction, has failed to enter the name of the inter-

dicted person in the special register kept for this purpose.
(2) The same shall apply where he has refused to m~e the registrar re-

gister accessible to a third person who has had dealings with the in.

terdicted person.

Art. 377. - Withdrawal of interdiction. - 1. Application.
(1) The disability of the interdicted person shall cease whe!"e the with.

drawal of the interdiction is pronounced.
(2) The withdrawal of the interdiction may at any time be applied for

to the court by the persons who may apply for the pronouncement of
the interdiction, with the exception of the interdicted person himself.

(3) It may also be applied for by the guardian or tutor of the interdicted

person.

Art. 378. - 2. Prorwuncement.

The withdrawal of the interdiction shall be pronounced by the court, where

it appears that the causes of the interdiction have ceased and that the in-
terdicted person is in a position to conduct himself and to administer his
property by himself.
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Art. 379. - 3. Effects.

The withdrawal of the interdiction shall have the same effects a& the
emancipation of a minor.

Chapter 4. Persons interdicted by law
Art. 380. - Definition.

( I ) A person interdicted by law is one from whom the law withdraws the

administration of his pro~rty, as a consequence of a criminal sentence

passed on him.
(2) The cases in which a person is to be considered as interdicted by law

are determined by penal laws.

Art. 381. - Rules governing interdiction by law.

Without prejudice to the provisions of the following Articles the rules
governing the interdiction by law shall be the same as those of judicial

interdiction.

Art. 382.- No guardian.

A person interdicted by law has no guardian.

Art. 383. - Tutor. - 1. Appointment.
(1) The administration of the property of a person interdicted by law

shall be entrusted to a tutor appointed by the court.
(2) The tutor appointed by the court may be replaced at his own request

or at the request of the spouse or a relative of the interdicted person

or at the request of the public prosecutor.

Art. 384. - 1. Voluntary nature of office.
(1) The acceptance of the office of tutor of a pel'SO'D interdicted by law

is optional.
(2) A person who has accepted such office may not request to be replaced

except for a just reason to the satisfaction of the court.
(3) His request shall be allowed where he ha& held such office for five

years or more.

Art. 385. - Family council.

The powers conferred on the family council in the case of judicial inter-

diction shall, in the case of interdiction by law, be exercised by the court.

Art. 386. - Acts performed in the exercise of family rights.

(1) The person interdicted by law may contract marriage or acknowledge

an illegitimate child.
(2) He may also a&k for a divorce or disown a child.

(3) His tutor may not perform such acts in his name.

5"
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Art. 387. - Nullity of ads of interdicted per.~on.

(1) Juridical acts performed by a person interdicted by law in excee& of

his powers shall be of no effect.
(2) The .nullity thereof may be required by the interdicted person, the

person with whom he has contracted or the public prosecutor, as

though the subject matter of the act performed were illicit.

Art. 388. - Termination of interdictiq(!,.

The interdiction by law shall come to an end when the person interdicted
by law has undergone the punishment for the duration of which the dis-

ability was to last.

Chapter 5. Foreiqners

Art. 389. - Assimilation to Ethiopians.

(1) Foreigners shall be fully assimilated to Ethiopian subjects as regards

the enjoyment and exercise of civil rights.
(2) All rights the exercise of which does not imply any participation in

the government or administration of the country shall be considered

to be civil rights.
(3) Nothing in this Article shall affect such special conditions as may

be prescribed regarding the granting to a foreigner of a permit to

work in Ethiopia.

Art. 390. - Restriction regarding ownership of immovable property. -
1. Principle.

No foreigner may own immovable property situate in Ethiopia except in
accordance with an Imperial Order.

Art. 391. - 2. Duty to sell.

Any foreigner who is found to own immovable property in good faith but

does not hold such immovable property in accordance with an Imperial

Order issued under Art. 390 shall be required by the competent authority
to dispose of such immovable property to an Ethiopian within a period of

six months.

Art. 392. - 3. Penalties.

(1) Where a foreigner has failed to dispose of such immovable property to

an Ethiopian within the period provided in Art. 391, the immovable
property shall be seized and sold by the competent authority.

(2) The proceeds of the sale shall be paid to the foreigner less twenty per

cent which shall be deducted as a penalty and with a view to covering
the expenses of sale.
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(3) Ten per't'ent only shall be deducted where the foreigner acquired

the immovable property by succession.

Art. 393. - Rights a.ssimilated to rights in ownership.

The provisions of Art. 390-392 shall apply where a foreigner acquires righu

or usage for a period exceeding fifty years or a like interest terminable on

death.

TITLE III. BODIES CORPORATE
AND PROPERTY WITH A SPECIFIC DESTINATION

Chapter 1. Administrative bodies and the Church

Art. 394. - The State.

(1) The State is regarded by law as a person.

(2) As such it can have and exercise, through its

which are consistent with its nature.
organs, all the rights

Art. 395. - Territorial subdivisions of the State.

(1) Teklay Guezats, Awradja Guezats, Woreda and Mektl.Woreda

Guezats and urban and rural communes shall also be the subjects of
rights.

(2) .As such they can have and exercise, through their organs, all the

rights which are vested in them by the administrative laws.

Art. 396. - Ministries.

(1) The ministries of the Imperial Ethiopian Government are the subjects

of rights.
(2) As such they can have and exercise, through their organs, all the

rights which are vested in them by the administrative laws.

Art. 397. - Public administrative authorities and establishments.

All public administrative authorities, offices or establishments to which
personality has been expressly given by the administrative laws are like-

\rise the subjects of rights.

Art. 398. - Ethiopian Orthodox Church.
(]) The Ethiopian Orthodox Church is regarded by law as a person.
(2) As such it can have and exercise, through its organs, all the righu

which are vested in it by the administrative laws.

Art. 399. - Dioceses, parishes and monasteries.

Dioceses, parishes and monasteries which form part of the Ethiopian Or.
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- -
thodox Church are likewise the subjects of rights undet the conditions and
within the limits fixed by the administrative laws.

Art. 400. - Powers and organs.

(1) The powers of the bodies referred to in the preceding articles 88 well

as the organs which are authorized to represent such bodies shall be
prescribed by administrative laws.

(2) They may impose on such organs the observance of specified condi-

tions or formalities for the exercise of certain rights.

Art. 401. - Failure to comply with legal requirements.

(1) Acts performed by the bodies refen-ed to in this Chapter in excess

of the powers given to them by law or without the observance of the

conditions or formalities required by law shall be of no effect.
(2) The provisions of sub-art. (1) shall apply notwithstanding that nullity

is not expressly provided by law in such circumstances.

Art. 402. - Nullity.

(1) The nullity provided for in Art. 431 may be invoked by any interested

party.
(2) It may no longer be invoked after ten years have ela~ed from the

date when the act was performed.

Art. 403. - Extra-contractual liability.

(1) The bodies referred to in this Chapter shall be liable for any damaglj

arising from the fault or act of their organs or servants in accordanctt

with the provisions of the Title of this Code relating to "Extra-Con~

tractual Liability and Unlawful Enrichment" (Art. 2027-2161).
(2) They shall in accordance with the provisions of the same Title pay

back any unlawful enrichment they have derived (Art. 2162-2178).

ChaptGr 2. Associations

Art. 404. - Definition.

An association is a grouping formed between two or more persons with a

view to obtaining a result other than the ~ecuring or sharing of profits.

Art. 405. - Partnerships.

(1) Groupings formed with a view to securing or sharing profits shall be

subject to the provisions of the Commercial Code relating to partner-

ships.
(2) The same shall apply to cooperative and other groupings which tentl

to satisfy the financial interests of their members by placing them in

a position to save money.
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Art. 406. - Trade Unions.
(1) Groupings formed with a view to a defending the financial interests

of their members or to representing a particular calling shall be sub-
ject to the special laws concerning trade unions.

(2) In the absence of special laws, they shall be subject to the provisions

of this Chapter.

Art. 407. - Groupings of a religious character.
(1) Churches, religions, associations other than the Ethiopian Orthodox

Church shall be subject to the special laws concerning them.
(2) Failing such special laws, these groupings shall be deemed to be as-

sociations falling under the provisions of this Chapter.

Section 1. Memorandum of Association and Statutes

Art. 408. - Memorandum of association.

( 1) Associations shall be governed by a memorandum of association agreed

to by their founders.
(2) The provisions of such memorandum shall be supplemented or super-

seded by those of this Chapter, whenever the memorandum is silent or
any of its provisions is contrary to the law.

Art. 409. - Obligation to draw up statutes.

(1) Notwithstanding any agreement to the contrary, associations shall be

provided with statutes whenever any of the associates so requires.
(2) The request that the association be provided with statutes may also

be made by the office of associations of the province where the all-
sociation carries out its activity.

(3) An association may be dissolved by the office of associations where it

is not provided with statutes within three months after a request to
this effect has been made.

Art. 410. - Purpose of statutes.

(1) The memorandum of association shall lapse when the association i.

provided with statutes.
(2) The association shall thereupon be governed by its statutes.

(3) The provisions of the statutes shall be supplemented or superseded by

those of this Chapter, whenever the statutes are silent or any of these
provisions is contrary to the law.

Art. 411. - Contents and form of statutes.

(1) The statutes of the association shall be of no effect unless they mention

the name of the association, its object, the place where the l188OCiation
has its head office and the date when they are made.
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(2) They ahall be signed by not less than five a88OCiates, who shall be

.blown .. the founden of the 888OCiation.

Art. 412. - Adophon of model #at~.
(1) Statnte& which conform to a standard model approved by the Ministry

of Interior need not be signed.
(2) In such caaee it shall be sufficient that a special act be prepared,

making reference to such statutes and signed by not less than two
8IIOciatee.

(3) Such act shall be of no effect unless it mentions the name of the as-

sociation, its object, the place where the association has its head office,
and the date when it is made.

Art. 413. - Depcnit of statutes.

The statutes of the association, or the special act making reference to
those statutes, shall be deposited within one month with the office
of associations of the province where the association has its head office.

Art. 414. - Communication of statutes.
(1) The statnte& of the 888OCiation shall be served without delay on any

interested party upon a request addressed to the president of the asso-

ciation.
(2) The date on which the statutes are served shall be entered on the

copy served.
(3) The prescribed. fee may be charged by the association, in addition to

the postal ex:penses arising from service of the statutes, where appro-
priate.

Section 2. Associates

Art. 415. - Associates.
The association consists of its founders and of the members who have
joined the association.

Art. 416. - New members.

Withont prejudice to any provision to the contrary, the association may re-
ceive new memben.

Art. 417. - Promi8e to join an association.

A promise to join an 888OCiationshall be of no effect.

Art. 418. - Equality of auociates.

Without prejudice to any provision to the contrary in the memorandum of
8IIOciatioa or in the statntes, all associates shall have equal rights.
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Art. 419. - Personal character. of the capacity of associate.
(1) The capacity of associate is inalienable.

(2) It shaIl not pass to the heirs of the associate.

(3) The provisions of this Article shall apply notwithstanding any provi-

sion to the contrary in the memorandum of association or the statutes.

Art. 420. - Exercise of the rights of an associate. - 1. Representation.

Without prejudice to any provision to the contrary in the memorandum of

association or in the statutes, an associate may not exercise his rights as an

associate through a third person.

Art. 421. - 2. Payment of subscriptions.

An associate may not exercise his rights as an associate unless he has pre-
viously paid the subscriptions fallen due which he owes to the association.

Art. 422. - Subscriptions.

(1) Without prejudice to any provision to the contrary, the membership

subscription shall be paid during the first quarter of each year.
(2) An action may only be brought against an associate for the payment

of his subscription for the current year and preceding year.

Art. 423. -- Right to withdraw from the association.

(1) An associate may at any time withdraw from the association, notwith.

standing that it has been constituted for a definite period of time and :

notwithstanding any provision to the contrary.

(2) An associate who withdraws from the association shall pay the sub-

scriptions which have fallen due and the subscriptions of the current

year.

Art. 424. - Expulsion of an associate.

(1) An associate may be expelled from the association in the cases and in

the manner provided for in the memorandum of association or in the
statutes.

(2) In addition to those cases, he may also be expelled from the associa-

tion for good cause by the general meeting.

(3) The associate who has been expelled may, within three montlls after

he has been informed of his expulsion, appeal to the court against
such decision on the ground that the expulsion is not justified.

Art. 425. - The association does not represent the associates.

The associates shall not be liable to third parties as a consequence of the

activities of the association.
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Section 3. Management

Art. 426. - Appointment oj directors.

(1) The association shall be managed by one or more directors, appointed

in conformity with the memorandnm of association or the statutes.

(2) Unless otherwise provided, they shall be appointed by the general

meeting.

Art. 427. - Directors must be members.

Without prejudice to any provision to the contrary, the directors shall be
appointed from among the members of the association.

Art. 428. - Board oj management.
(1) When there are several directors, they shall form a board of mana-

gement.

(2) Without prejudice to any provision to the contrary, the decisions con.

cerning the association shall be taken by the board which shall decide
by a majority of its members present or represented.

(3) Those who do not agree with the decision taken by the majority may

reqnire that their dissenting opinion be recorded in a minute.

Art. 429. - Powers oj directors. - 1.Law.
(1) The directors of an association shall perform all the acts necessary for

the management of the association.

(2) They shall represent the association in judicial and extra-judicial

matters.

Art. 430. - 2.Statutes.
(1) The statutes may limit the powers of the directors or regulate the

manner in which such powers are to be exercised.

(2) Their provisions may not be set up against third parties unless the

statutes have been deposited in the office of associations or it is proved

that the third parties were actually aware of such provisions.

Art. 431. - 3. Memorandum of association or general meeting.
(1) The provisions whereby the memorandnm of association or the general

meeting of the association, limit the powers of the directors, or regulate

the manner in which such powers are to be exercised, may not he set
up against third parties unless it is proved that such third persons

were actually aware of those provisions.

(2) They have as their only sanction the responsibility, in relation to the

association, of the director or directors who have contravened them.
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Art. 432. - Pr01Jisional director.

If the persons authorised to act on behalf of the association are not avail-

able or are impeded, a provisional director shall be appointed by the court

on the application of any interested party.

Art. 433. -'Proof of capacity.
( 1) The persons authorised to act on behalf of the association may require

that a document showing their capacity and powers be delivered to

them by the office of associations.

(2) Such document shall specify, where appropriate, the period for which

the powers have been given.

Art. 434. - Liability of directors.

The directors of an association shall be liable to the association in accord-
ance with the rules relating to agency (Art. 2179-2233).

Art. 435. - Exclusion from right to vote.

Notw.thstanding any agreement to the contrary, directors may not vote in

a general meeting called to approve their accounts or to decide on liabili-
ties incurred by them.

Section 4. General Meeting

Art. 436. - Character of supreme organ.
(1) The general meeting of the associates is the supreme organ of the

association.
(2) It shall decide on all matters concerning the association which do not

fall within the jurisdiction of another organ.

Art. 437. - Appointment and control of directors.

(1) Unless otherwise provided, the general meeting shall appoint the

directors, control their activity and approve their accounts.

(2) It may give directions regarding the management of the association.

Art. 438. - Dismissal of directors.

( 1) The general meeting may at any time dismiss the directors without

prejudice to their right to the remuneration which has been agreed

upon.

(2) This right of dismissal may neither be restricted nor excluded where

the directors are dismissed for good cause. in particular where they

have committed a serious breach of duties or are unable to manage
properly the affairs of the association.
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Art. 439. - Admission and expulsion of members.
( 1) The general meeting shall decide on the admission of new members,

or on the expulsion of members of the association.

(2) The power to admit or to expel members may not he entrusted to the

organs of management except under reservation of ratification hy the
general meeting.

Art. 440. - Amendment of statutes. - 1. Principle.
(1) Without prejudice to any other provision to the contrary, the general

meeting may amend the memorandum of association or the statutes

of the association.
(2) The power to amend the memorandum of association or the statutes

may not be conferred on any other person or organ.

Art. 441. - 2. Restriction.
( I) The unanimous consent of the associates shall be required where the

decision to he taken aims at modifying the object of the association

or at giving unequal rights to the associates.
(2) Privileged rights may not he withdrawn from associates except with

the consent of such associates.

Art. 442. - Convocation. - 1. Principle.

A general meeting shall he convened hy the directors in the cases provided

for in the memorandum of association or in the statutes and, in cases of
urgency, whenever it is in the interest of the association to do so.

Art. 443. - 2. Right of associates.
( 1) A general meeting shall he convened whenever such number of asso-

ciates as is fixed by the statutes asks for its convocation.

(2) H the statutes are silent in this regard, a general meeting shall he

convened if one-fifth of the associates so require in writing and specify
the purpose of the meeting.

Art. 444. - 3. Convocation by the court.

(1) Where the hoard of management fails to convene the general meeting

whenever it is hound to do so, the general meeting shall he convened
by the court on the application of one or more associates.

(2) In such a case, the court shall make the necessary provisiom for the

chairmanship of the meeting.

Art. 445. - 4. Procedure and time.
(1) The procedure and time of the convocation of a general meeting shall

he as provided by the memorandum of association or the statutes.
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(2) Unless otherwise provided, they shall be fixed by the directors in a

reasonable manner.

Art. 446. - Voting at meetings.
(1) Decisions of the general meeting shall be taken by a majority of

members who are present or represented.
(2) A decision relating to a point not mentioned in the order of the day

shall be of no effect.

Art. 447. - Equivalence.

A proposal which has been agreed to in writing by all the associates shall
be doomed to amount to a decision of a general meeting.

Art. 448. - Nullity of "decisions of a general meeting. - 1. Action.

(1) Notwithstanding any agreement to the contrary, every associate may

appeal to the court against decisions of a general meeting to which

he has not adhered and which are contrary to the law or the memoran-

dum of association or the statutes.

(2) The right to appeal to the court shall be barred if not exercised

within one month from the day on which the associate knew of the

decision.
(3) An associate shall be deemed to know the decisions taken by a gene-

ral meeting, where it has been convened without fraud and in ac-

cordance with the provisions of the memorandum of association, the
statutes or the law.

Art. 449. - 2. Authority of the judgment.

A judgment which declares the nullity of a decision of a general meeting
shall have effect with respect to all persons.

Art. 450. - Suspension of decisions.

The court may, on the application of one of the directors of the associa-

tion or of the office of associations, stay the execution of a decision the an-

nulment of which is demanded.

Section 5. Rights and obligations
of the Association

Art. 451. --- Principle.

(1) An association is an entity distinct from the persons of whom it is

composed.
(2) The rights and obligations of the association are not rights and

obligations of its members.
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(8) The righta aM OtbJipu- oJ. de JII8IIIben of the lIIIOCiatien are not
rights and obligatiOlJ8 of the aasociation.

Art. 452. - Name.
(1) The name of an aeeoci.uon is protected in the lIaDlemanner asthat

of a physical person (Art. 45 and 46).
(2) Such protection shall not be granted by the law unlesa the etatute8

of the aa&oe:iauon have been deposited in the office of uaociauoDl! or
the person who hu violated the rights of the UIOCiauon has done so
knowing what he was doing and in bad faith.

Art. 453. - Reridence.

(1) The aseociation shall have its principal residence at the place where

its head office is situate, i:it.acoordance with the memorandum of as-
aociau~ or the 1tatUte&.

(2) It baa secoIldary re&ideocee in any place where it has or oceupiea pre-

miae8 perm.arumtly.

Art. 454. - Capacity. - 1. Principle.
(1) An aseociauon may perform all civil acts which are oon&istent with

its nature.
(2) It shall perform lIuch acts through its organ& of management.

Art. 455. - 2. Law suits.
(1) An aseociatiOil may sue or be sued.
(2) For this purpose, it shall be represented by such person or persons as

axe so authorised by the memorandum of usociation or the statutes.
(3) Correspondence may be addressed to and notices may be served on the

lIMOOiauoDor its president without it being D.eCet1I!oarYto specify the
organ& qualified for receiving 8uch eorrespoDdence or n0tke8.

Art. 45(j. - Donations and legacies.

(1) The office of assoeiauoos may demand to be informed of any doaauon

or legacy made to an a8saciauon where such dOllatioD or legacy exceeds

a certain amount.
(2) In lIuch a case, the UI!Ociauon shall inform the office of usociauOlJ8

within six months from the day on which it received the donation or
legacy.

Art. 457. - Extra-contractual liability of the association.

(1) An aBIIOCiationshall be liable for the acts and omiMiona of ita direc-

tors and servants. whenever such acts and omisilioDl!bave taken place
in the ex-tion of the fUDctiOll&which it is their duty to perform and
which entail liability.
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(2) An 3880Ciation shall be liable whenever it enriches itself unlawfully.

(3) The provisions of the Title of this Code relating to "Extra-contractual

liability and unlawful enrichment" shall apply in this regard (Art.

2027.2178) .

Art. 458. - Surety for the debts of the association.

A director who has acted on behalf of an association shall stand joint an.l

several surety for the association, by virtue of the law, whenever the asso-
ciation does not function in conformity with the statutes deposited in the

office of associations.

Section 6. Dissolution and liquidation
of an association

Art. 459. - Dissolution. - 1. Statutes.

An association shall be dissolved in such cases as are provided for in the
memorandum of association or the statutes.

Art. 460. - 2. General meeting.

Notwithstanding any agreement to the contrary, the general meeting may
at any time decide to dissolve the association.

Art. 461. - 3. Court.

An association shall be dissolved by the court on the application of its

hoard of management, or of oDl~..fjfth of the associates, or of the office of

associations where :
(a) as a result of the reduction of the number of associates or for any

other cause, it is no longer possible to appoint the members of the

hoard of management or to make the asscciation function in confor-
mity with the memorandum or" association or the statutes;

(b) the object of the association has been attained or it has become im-

possible to attain it, or a long inactivity shows that the association has

ceased to pursue that object;
(c) the lHIIIOciation pursues an object which is different to that which is

determined by the memorandum of association or the statutes;
(d) the association has become insolvent.

Art. 462. - 4. Administrative decision.
(1) An association shall be dissolved by the office of associations where

its object or activities are unlawful or contrary to morality.

(2) An appeal from such decision may be made to the Ministry of Interior

by any of the directors of the association within one month after

it has been made known to the association.
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(3) The court may, pending the decision on the appeal, stay the execution

of the decision dissolving the association.

Art. 463. - State of liquidation.

(1) An association shall be in a state of liquidation where it is dissolved

in conformity with the law.
(2) It continues to be deemed to have a personality until the end and

for the requirements of such liquidation.

Art. 464. - Liquidators. - 1. Appointment.

(1) Unless otherwise provided by the memorandum of association or the

statutes or ordered by the court, an association shall be liquidated by

such persons as have been entrusted with its management.
(2) In default of such persons, the association shall be liquidated by one

or more liquidators, appointed by the court.

Art. 465. - 2. Powers.

(1) The liquidator has the powers which appertain to the board of mana-

gement.
(2) He may not exercise his powers except for the requirements of the

liquidation.
(3) He may not undertake any new transaction.

Art. 466. - 3. Liability.

(1) The liquidator shall be liable to the association and to the creditors

of the association, for the damage which he causes to them through
any mistake which he may make in the exercise of his functions.

(2) The question of his liability to the association may be raised by any

of the associates who has exercised the functions of director of the
association during the five years preceding the institution of the action.

Art. 467. - Devolution of property.

(1) The estate of an association which has been dissolved may in no case

be partitioned among the associates.
(2) In default of a provision in the memorandum of association or in the

statutes, and unless the general meeting validly destined it for another
purpose, such estate shall become the property of the State.

(3) The general meeting may not decide on the destination of the pro-

perty if the association is dissolved hy the office of associations.

Section 7. Control of associations

i Art. 468. - Office of associations.
(1) An office of associations shall be established in the capital of each

province in connection with the governorate of such province.
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(2) The office shall exercise supervision over all associations acting within

the province.

Art. 469. - Deposit of statutes.

The office of associations shall call upon the founders or the persons ma-
naging associations, where appropriate, to draw up and to deposit statutes

for the lU!8OCiatioD.

Art. 470. - Register of declared associations.
(I) The office of associations shall keep in alphabetical order a register

of the associations established in the province and which have been

declared to it.
(2) The directors of an association may appeal to the court against a

refusal of registration which is made to them by the office of associa-

tions.

Art. 471. - Progressive number.

(I) Every association entered in the register shall be given a progressive

number which refers to the file which the office opens for the ass0-

ciation.
(2) Such progressive number shall appear on the statutes and on all the

documents making up the correspondence of the association with third
parties.

Art. 472. - File of the association.

The file of each association entered in the register shall contain:
(a) the name of the association together with its progressive number; and

(b) the statutes of the association, and the amendments made to such

statutes, together with the date of such statutes or amendments; and
(c) the name of the directors of the association, or of the persons em-

powered to represent it; and
(d) an indication of the secondary residences which the association may

have; and
(e) the decision taken to dissolve the association and the names of the

liquidators, where appropriate.

Art. 473. - General meetings, - 1. Convocation.
(1) The office of associations shall be informed in due time whenever a

general meeting of an as8Ot.'iation is held.
(2) It may be represented by an observer at such general meeting.

(3) It may prescribe any measure it thinks fit to ensure the good function-

ing of the general meeting as regards in particular the manner and

times of convocation, the order of the day and the holding of the

meeting.
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Art. 474. - 2. Decisions.
The office of associations shall be informed within the month following

the holding of the general meeting of all the decisions taken by such
meeting which are to be entered in the file of the association kept by the

office.

Art. 475. - 3. Armulment of decisions.

(1) The office of associations may impugn before the court such decisions

of the general meeting as are contrary to the law or to the statutes.
(2) The right to institute such action shall be barred where the action is

not instituted within a month from the day when the office of asso-
ciations has been informed of the decision taken.

Art. 476. - Amendments of statutes.
(I) Where statutes have been amended, a copy of the amended statutes

"hall be dep<l6ited with the office of associations, within the month
following the approval of the amendment by the general meeting.

(2) Such copy shall bearon the cover the words "Text as amended on "
(3) Amendments of the statutes may not be set up against third parties,

80 long as they have not been declared to the office of associations
unles& it is proved that the third parties were aware of them.

Art. 477. - Directors of the association.

(I) The name of the members of the board of management and of the
persons empowered to represent the association shall be communicated
to the office of associations within the month which follows the ap-
pointment of such persons.

(2) E:vV modification made to such list shall be communicated within
the 8am.e period.

Art. 478. - Balance sheet.

(l~ The lI8IJOCiation "hall communicate every year to the office of asso-

ciations its balance sheet approved by the general meeting.
(2) The Ministry of Interior may prescribe such rules as it thinks fit with

a view to ensuring a good presentation and the tmthfulnese of such
balance sheet.

Art. 479. - Ministry of Interior.
( I) The Ministry of Interior may pre>cribe, within the framework of the

existing laws, any other measure it thinks fit with a view to placing

the offices of associations in a p<l6ition to exercise an efficient control
OIl the associations.

(2) Sudl meuures may differ according to the object, the importance

and the duration of the association.
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(3) Particular measures lllay al60 be prescribed for the associations which

have their head office in a foreign country, 01' which carry on an actio
vity in a foreign country or the majority of whose members are for-
eigners, or which have a bourd of management in which one or more

members are foreigners.

Art. 480. - Criminal sallctiolls. -- 1. Declarations to the office.

The punishments laid down in the Peual Code shall apply where:

(a) the founders of an a~f.ociation huve not deposited the statutes thereof

at the office of associations within the period luovided by the law; or

(b) the directors of an association have contravened the provisions of this

Chapter relating to the declarations to be made to or documents to be

deposited in the office of associations.

Art. 481. - 2. {nfringements of variou.s provisions of the law.

The punishments laid down in the Penal Code shall apply where:

(a) the progressive number of an association has not appeared on the

statutes or on a document of correspondence with third persons;

(b) the statutes of an association have not becn communicated according

to the law to an intere!'ted person on a request of the latter.

Art. 482. - 3. Association declared illegal.
(1) The directors of an association dissolved by the office of associations

who continue to carry on an activity i.n their said capacity shall be
liable to the punishments laid down in the Penal Code.

(2) The members of an association who have continued to take part in its

activities being aware of its illegal character shan be liable to the
punishments laid down in the Penal Code.

Chapter 3. Property with a specific destination
Section 1. Endowments

Art. 483. - Definition.

An act of endowment is an act whereby a person destines certain property
irrevocably and perpetually to a specific object of general interest other
than the securing of profits.

Art. 484. - FOTrM.
( 1) An endowment may be constituted either by a donation or by a will.

(2) Its constitution shall be subject, as regards its form and its substance,

to the rules relatinl; to donations or wills.

6*
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Art. 485. - Administrative approval necessary.

(1) An endowment shall not be definitively constituted unless it has been

approved by the Ministry of Interior.

(2) Before making its decision, the Ministry of Interior may take where

appropriate the advice of other ministries which have an interest in

the endowment.

Art. 486. - Application for approval. - 1. During lifetime of founder.
The approval of the act of endowmcnt may not hc sought during the life-

time of the founder, except by the founder himself or his representative.

Art. 487. - 2. After his death.

(1) After the death of the founder, it shall be sought by the person to

whom the founder has entrusted such task and who has accepted it.

(2) In default of such person, it shall be sought hy those persons who

have drawn up the act of endowment or who have heen witnesses to it

or who hold that act in deposit.

(3) Where the persons who are bound to seek the approval of the act fail

to do so, the approval of the act of endowment may be sought, three

months after the death of its author, by the puhlic prosecutor or by
any interested party.

Art. 488. - Revocation of act oj endowment.

(1) The author of an act of endowment may revoke it freely so long as

he has not obtained the approval of such act by the Ministry of In-

terior.

(2) The heirs of the founder may only exercise such right of revocation

where the endowment has not been approved by the Ministry of In-

.terior within two years from an application having been made to such
Ministry with a view to obtaining its approval.

Art. 489. - Retroactivity of approval.

(1) The administrative decision approving; tlje endowment shall havc rc-

troactive effect from the day of the application for the approval if such
application has been made by the founder.

(2) It shall have retroactive effect from the day of the death of the

founder if the approval has been sought after the death of the founder.

(3) Such retroactivity may not, however, be prejudicial to those persons

who, in good faith, have acquired rights on the property of the endow-

ment before such endowment has been approved.
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Art. 490. - Protection and control of endowment.

( 1) The act by which the endowment is approved shall determine the

organism which is to be responsible for the protection and control of

the endowment.
(2) If no organism is designated for this purpose in that act, the protec.

tion and control of the endowment shall be ensured by the office of

associations of the province where the endowment has its seat.

Art. 491. -- Statutes of endowment. -- 1. Role.

An endowment shall be governed by statutes, in conformity with which it
shall be organized and administered.

Art. 492. - 2. Contents.

The statutes shall mention in particular the name of the endowment, its
object and the place where it has its seat.

Art. 493. - 3. Drawing up.
(1) The statutes of an endowment may be drawn up by the founder.

(2) Failing such, they shall be drawn up by the Ministry of Interior, or

by the organism for protection and control given to the endowment by

such Ministry.
(3) Any interested party may within three years apply to the court to

amend the statutes, if these are contrary to the act of endowment.

Art. 494. - Management.

( 1 ) The endowment shall be managed in conformity with its statutes by

one or more directors.
(2) The provisions of this Title relating to the directors of a88OOiatioos

(Art. 428.435) shall apply to the directors of endowments.

Art. 495. - Committee of management.

( I ) A committee of management constituted in terms of the statutes of the
endowment is the supreme organ of the endowment.

(2) The organisDl for the protection and control of the endowment shall

he represented on such committee of management.

Art. 496.-- Functions of committee of management.

(1) The committee of management shall decide on all the affairs of the

endowment which do not fall within the sphere of another organ.
(2) In particular, it shall appoint and dismiss the directors, control their

activity and approve their accounts.

Art. 497. - Amendments of statutes. - 1. Principle.

Amendments of the statutes of the endowment, decided upon by the com.
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mittee of management, shall be of no effect until they have been approved
by the organism for the protection and control of the endowment.

Art. 498. - 2. Prohibition by founder.
(1) The author of the act of endowment may, by an explIcit provision,

prohibit certain amendments of the statutes of the endowment.

(2) The person appointed by him or the heirs of the founder may apply

to the court to declare that the endowment has lapsed, if the statutes
are amended against the will of the founder thus expressed.

(3) The right provided in sub-art. (2) may no longer be exercised if three

years have elapsed since the date of the amendments of the statute.. or

thirty years since the death of the founder.

Art. 499. - Meetings of committee.

(1) The committee of management shall meet on such dates as are fixed

by the statutes.

(2) It is convened by the directors in urgent cases whenever the interest

of the endowment requires it.

Art. 500. - Decisions of committee.

(1) The decisions of the committee of management shall be taken by an

absolute majority.

(2) The organism for the protection and control of the endowment may

apply to the court to declare the annulment of such decisions or to

stay their execution.

Art. 501. - Rights and obligations of endowment.
(1) The provisions of this Title relating to the name, residence and capa-

city of associations shall apply to endowments (Art. 452-457).

(2) An endowment may accept donations or legacies with the authorisa-

tion of the organism for its protection and control.

Art. 502. - Rights of beneficiaries of endowment.

(1) The persons in whose favour the endowment is constituted may take

legal action to enforce their rights against the endowment.

(2) If the persons interested are not sufficiently determined by the sta-

tutes, the directors of the endowment shall determine them according

to their equitable discretion.

Art. 503. - Termination of endmcment. - 1. Statutes.

The endowment shall terminate in such cases as lU'e determined by the

Itatutee.
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Art. 504. - 2. Other cases.
The endowment is declared terminated by the court on the application of

the organism for its protection and control or the public prosecutor where:

(a) its object has been attained or it has become impossible to be at.

tained ;
(b) such object has become illicit or contrary to morality;

(c) the endowment pursues an object which is different to that deter-

mined by the statutes;
(d) the endowment has become insolvent.

Art. 505. - Amalgamatwn of several endowments.
(1) The court may on the application of the Ministry of Interior autha-

rise the amalgamation of two or more endowments with a view to co-
ordinating their activities, if such amalgamation is desirable in the

general interest.

(2) The application to this effect may be made to the court by the or-

ganism for the protection and control, if such organism is common to

the interested endowments.

(3) New statutes shall be given to the new endowment which is thus

formed.

Art. 506. - Liquidation and control.
(1) The provisions of this Title relating to the liquidation of associations

shall apply to the liquidation of endowments (Art. 463-467).

(2) The provisions of this Title relating to the control of associations shall
apply to the control of endowments (Art. 468-482).

(3) The functions exercised by the office of associations shall be exercised

by the organism for the protection and control of the endowment

where such an organism has been established.

Section 2. Committees

Art. 507. - Need of authorisation.
(1) Committees having the object of collecting money or other property

in aid of public collections, fairs or activities of the same nature, in

favour of a specific philanthropic work or work of general interest,
may not exercise their activity unless they have been authorised in

that behalf by the Ministry of Interior, where such activity is to be

carried out on a national scale, or by the governor of the province
concerned, where such activity is to be carried out on a provincial or

local scale.
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(2) WhO!!oever organizes public collections or solicits donations or funds

from the public without having received such authorisation, shall be

liable to the punishments laid down in the Penal Code.

Art. 508. - Organization of committee.

(1) The decision granting the authorisation shall specify the persons who

constitute the committee.
(2) It shall specify the purpose and the seat of the committee and thc

time within which it has to achieve its purpO!!e.

(3) It shall determine where appropriate the manner in which the action

of the COlllnlittce may be exercisetl and prescribe such measures as arc

necessary to control thc amount and the use of the' monies collected
by the committee.

Art. 509. -- Donations and subscriptions.
(1) The committee may receive donations and suhscriptions.

(2) The president of the committee may take action against subscribers

for the purpose of attaining the fulfilment of their promises.

Art. 510. -- Liability of members.

(1) The members of a committee shall be personally and jointly and se.

verally liable for its activities and its management.
(2) Any donor or subscriber or the public prosecutor may raise the

question of their liability.

Art. 511. - Termination of committee.

A committee shall cease to exist upon the expiry of the prescribed time

or when it has achieved its purpose or when it has itself decided to dis-

solve.

Art. 512. - Dissolution of committee.

A committee may be dissolved by the authority which authorised it to
carry out its activities where:
(a) it deviates from its purpose;

(h) the achievement of its purpose has become impossible or it has be-

come clear in any manner that it has been abandoned.

Art. 513. - Liquidation. - 1. Insufficient property.

(1) Where the property collected by the committee is insufficient to at-

tain the object which the «}mmittee proposed to achieve, or where

that object comes to appear impossible, such property shall have the

destination prescribed by the decision whieh has authorised the com-

mittee.
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(2) In default of a provision to that effect, the 'property shall be placed at

the disposal of the administration which shall destine it for some work

of charity.

(3) The persons who have given property to the committee may not take

it back unless they have expressly reserved the right to do so.

Art. 514. - 2. Balance.
(I) Where the property collected by the committee amounts to more than

is necessary for the attainment of the proposed purpose, the balance

shall have the destination prescribed by the decision authorising the

committee.

(2) In default of a provision to that effect, it shall be placed at the dis-

posal of the administration which shall destine it for some work of

charity.

(3) The persons who have given property to the committee may not take

it back.

Art. 515. -- Change into an endowment.

(1) Where under the statutes the property collected by .the committee

is to be destined to a specific lasting object, an endowment shall be

constituted for the attainment of such object.

(2) The rules relating to endowments shall apply in such case (Art.483-
506).

Section 3. Trusts

Art. 516. -- Definition. .
A trust is an institution by virtue of which specific property is constituted
in an autonomons entity to 1,e administered by a person, the trustee, in ac-

cordance with the imtructions given by the person constituting the trust.

Art. 517. - Form.

(1) A trust may he constituted by a donation 'inter vivos' or by a will.

(2) Its constitution shall be subject, as regards the form and substance,

to the rules relating to donations or wills.

(3) An express provision in the donation or will is necessary for the con-

stitution of the trust.

Art. 518. - Beneficiary of tmst.

A trust may be constituted fOl' the benefit of any person, action or idea,
provided it does not offend public order or morals.
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Art. 519. - liumber 01 U'ustees.
(I) The trust may be administered hy one or more trustees, hut the num-

ber of trustees may not exceed four.
(2) Where more than four trustees have been appointed, the first four

alone shall exerciae such functiODB.
(3) The other persoDB designated as trustees bhall replace in the ordcl'

in which they are designated the trustees, where they refuse to exer-

cise their functioDB, die, or are incapacitated.

Art. 520. - Appointment 01 trustee.

(I) The trustee may be appointed by the person constituting the trust,

or by the person designated by him, or, in default of such person. by

the courL
(2) Where the trustee so appointed refuses his office, dies or is incapa-

citated, a new trustee shall be appointed by the person on whom such

power has been conferred by the person constituting the trust, or in

default of any such person, by the court.

Art. 521. - Resignation 01 trustee.

(I) A trustee may resign his office if he has a good reason to do so, or

if he has exercised his functioDB for ten years.
(2) He shall remain liable for the administration of the trust until such

liability p888eS to another trustee appointed either before or after

his resignation.

Art. 522. - Dumissal 01 trustee.

The court may, on the application of the person constituting the trust or

of a person designated by him, or of one of the trustees or of a beneficiary

of the trust, revoke the appointment of a trustee, if there is a just reason

for 10 doing, and replace such trustee by a new trustee whom it shall
appoint.

Art. 523. - Prool of trusteeship.

(1) A trustee may obtain from the court a document showing his capacity

and his powers.

(2) Such document shall specify where appropriate the period for which

the powers have been granted to him.

Art. 524. - Several trustees.

(1) Where there are several truste~s, the decisioDB relating to the admini-

stration of the trust shall be taken, without prejudice to any provision

to the contrary,by a~reement between them.
(2) In case of disagreement, the opinion of the majority shall prevail.
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(3) ThOtie who are not in favour of a decision taken by the majority Illay

require that their dissenting opinion be recorded in a minute.

Art. 525. - Administration of trwt.

(1) The trustee shall administer the trust like a prudent and cautious

businessman.

(2) He shall avoid mixing the property forming the ohject of the trust

with his own property.

(3) He shaH take all nece8sary measures appropriate to this purpose.

Art. 526. - Judicial representation of trust.

(1) The trustee shall represent the trust in judicial proceedings.

(2) lIe issued in his capacity as trustee hy those persons who claim to

havc an interest 011 the property constituted in trust.

Art. 527. - Powers of trustee.

(I) The powers of the trustee on the property which form the object of

the tru6t are those of an owner.

(2) He lllay not, however, alienate immovable property except with the

authorisation of the court, without prejudice to any provision to the

contrary in the act of constitution of the trust.

(3) In 110 case lllay the trustee alienate the property hy a gratuitous title.

Art. 528. - Directions of person constituting the trust. - 1. Principle.
(1) Thc trustee shall conform with the express instructions which he has

received frolli the persou constituting the trust.

(2) Where the interest of the beneficiary of the trust 50 requires, the

trustee lllay and shaH obtain an authorisation from the court to depart

trom such instructions.

Art. 529. - 2. -""netina.

(1) The provisions whereby the act of constitution of a trust limits the

powers of the trustee, or regulates the manner in which such powers

must be exercised, may not be set up against third parties unless it is
proved that such third parties were or should huve heen aware of such

provisions.

(2) They have as their only sanction the liahility of the trustee who has

infringed them.

(3) The court may relieve in whole or in part the trustee from such liabi-

lity where it is of opinion that the trustee has in good faith I'ded or

believed to act in the interest of the trust and that such belief wal

reasonable.
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Art. 530. -- Replacement of property.

The property acquired by the trustee in substitution for property alienated
by him or with the income of the property which forms tho ohject of the

tnIst shall repla('e or form :m addition to the latter property.

Art. 531. - No personal benefit.

The trustee may not draw any penonal benefit from the trust, apart fl'Om

the advantages which are expressly granted to him by the 'lct of «onstitu-
tion of the trust.

Art. 532. - Indemnity.

The trustee is entitled to be indemnified for all the expenses and obliga-

tions arising out of the administration of the trust.

Art. 533. -- Liability of trustee.

The trustee shall be liable for the good management of the trust, in ac-

cordance with the provisions relating to agency, to the beneficiaries of ,jJC

trust and to the persons who are to receive the property at the termini!-

tion of the trll8t.

Art. 534. - Rendering of accounts. - 1. To whom it is made.

(1) The tnIstee shall render an account of his administration and of the

actual state of the property fonning the object of the trust, to the
person appointed in the act of constitution of the trust.

(2) In default of such person, he shall render an account to any person

who has an interest therein in accordance with the act of constitu-

tion of the trust or to the person who replaces him in the office of
trustee.

Art. 535. - 2. When.
(1) Unless otherwise prescribed by the act of constitution of the trll8t,

such rendering of accounts shall take place every year during the

month determined by the trustee at the beginning of his management.

(2) The court may for good cause authorise an interested party to ask

for the accounts at an intermediate time, or authorise the trustee to
retard or modify the datc fixed for the rendering of the accounts.

Art. 536. -- Creditors of trustee.

The creditors of the trustee have no right whatsoever on the property
fonning the object of the trust.

Art. 537. -- Creditors of the trust.

(1) Those persons with whom the trustee has entered into an agreement
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relating. to the property constituted in tl"U5t may enforce their right

on all the property fomling the object of the trust.

(2) The trustee shall not be liable to them unless he has expressly bound

himself or in accordance with the provisions of the Title relating to

"Representation" of this Code (Art. 2179-2198).

Art. 538. -- Rights of beneficiary. - 1. In relation to the trustee.
(1) The beneficiary may claim from the trustee the making over of the

profits- which, according to the act of constitution of the trust, are to

accrue in his favour.

(2) Where his rights are jeopardised, he may apply to the court to

dismiss the tl"U5tee or to comp~l him to give appropriate guarantees.

Art. 539. - 2. On the property of the trust.

(1) The beneficiary of the trust has 110 right to dispose of or to administer

the property fomling the object of the tl"U5t.

(2) In relation to such property, he may only do those acts which preserve

his rights, such as the interruption of a prescription.

(3) He may also mak~ publications with a view to informing third parties

or certain third parties of the fact that certain property form the
object of the trust.

Art. 540. - Creditors of beneficiary. - 1. Principle.

(1) The person constituting a trust may declare that the income of the

trust shall not be attached in the hands of the trustee by the creditors

of the beneficiary of the trust.

(2) Where the income has been aeclared not liable to attachment it may

not even be validly transferred or subjected to obligations by the be-
neficiary of the trust.

Art. 541. - 2. Power of the court.

The court may, however, on the application of the beneficiary of the
trust or of one of his creditors, authorise the attachment or the assignment

of the income in the cases provided in Article 540, if such is the interest

of the beneficiary of the trust or if the claim which is brought forward

ill in relation to a criminal offence or to a fraud for which the beneficiary

of the trust is respooaible.

Art. 542. - Termination of the trust. - 1. Normal case.

A trust shall terminate on the expiry of the period fixed by the person
constitnting the trust.
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Art. 543. - 2. Power 01 the court.
0) The court may at any time on the application of the beneficiary of the

trust, declare the terniination of the trust where it think& fit in ~
circumatances of the 0II8e.

(2) The trustee shall be heard during the proceedings.

(3) The person constituting the trust may, by an express provision, pro-

hibit that this power be made use of.

Art. 544. - Liquidation 01 the trust.

At the termination of the trust, the property which formed its ohject,

together with the documents which are required to prove the ownership

of such property and to justify the administration of the trustee, shall be

handed over by the trustee to the persons who are entitled to it in terms
of the act of constitution of the trust.

Chapter 4. Foreign bodies corporaJe and property
with a specific destination

Art. 545.- Bodie&corporate.
(1) Bodies corporate whose head office is situate in a foreign country and

which wish to c~ry out activities in Ethiopia shall apply for an autho-

risation to the office of associations in Addis Ababa. A copy of the
articlee of association shall be attached to the application.

(2) The office of associations may refuse to grant the authorisation ap-

plied for where the proposed activities are contrary to the
'aw or

morals. The office of associations may, before making its decision,

consult the Ministry concerned with the proposed activities.
(3) No foreign body corporate may carry out activities nor recruit mem-

hen in Ethiopia for so long as the authorisation has not been granted
by the office of associations.

Art. 546. - Property with a specilic destination.

(1) Endowments, trusts and committees constituted in a foreign country

may not earry out any activity in Ethiopia for so long as they have

not been granted the necessary approval by the Ministry of Interior.

(2) The Ministry of Interior may refuse its approval where the proposed

activity ia COIltrary to the law or morals. The Ministry of Interior may,

before making its decision, I;onsult the Ministry concerned with the
proposed activity.

Art. 547. - ElJcct 01 authorisation or approval.
(I) Bodies corporates which have been granted the authorisation specified
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in Art. 545 and endowments, trusts or committees approved under

Art. 546 shall be fully assimilated as regards the enjoyment and exer-

cise of civil rights, to bodies corporate, endowments, trusts or commit-

tees established in Ethiopia.
(2) They shall be deemed to enjoy such nationality liS is recognized to

them in the State where their head office is situate.

Art. 548. - Restriction.

(1) The carrying out of regnJar activities in Ethiopia by foreign bodies

corporate, endowmt'nts. trusts or committees or certain classes of the

eame may be prohibited or regulated by the Ministry of Interior.
(2) The restrictions imposed upon foreign physical persons with regard to

ownership of immovable property in Ethiopia shall apply to foreign

bodies corporate, endowments, trusts and committees.

Art. !149. - Revocation of authorisation or approval.

(1) Any authorisation granted under Art. 545 and any approval given

under Art. 546 may at any time be revoked for good cause by the of-

fice of associations or the Ministry of Interior, as the case may be.
(2) An application to set aside such decision may be made to the court by

any of the directors of the body corporate, endowment or committee

concerned or any of the trustees within one month from the day on

which he was informed of the revocation.
(3) The court may stay the execution of the order of revocation until the

application is decided on.

BOOK 11. F AMrt Y AND ~TJCCESS~ONS
TITI'..E IV. BONDS OF ~ELATIONSHIP

BY CONSANGUINITY AND BY AFFINITY
Chapter 1. Relationship by consanguinity and by

affinity in general

Art. 550. - Natural relationship.

(1) Bonds of natural relationship derive from community of blood.

(2) A bond of relationship bycol19anguinity exists, in the direct line,

between ascendants and descendants.
(3) In the collateral line, it exists between perSODi who descend from

one or more common ascendants.

Art. 551. - Degree of relationship by consanguinity.
(1) The degree of relationship by consanguinity in the collateral line

shall be calculated by counting seven generations in each line from

1I1e COmIDon ancestor.
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